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During this study one of the interviewed experts stated: ‘Doing a
re s e a rch on intelligent agents and competition in Internet Commerc e
is like asking what a hammer can do in the functioning of marke t s ’.
Intelligent agents are first and foremost tools which can be applied
in numerous different ways.
Another notion we discove red is, that intelligent agents in the true
sense of their attributed functions like autonomy, pro-activity and the
l i ke, are not commercially operational in the present day. Certainly,
t h e re are agent-like applications like craw l e rs, search engines, some-
times with collabora t i ve filtering, but a softwa re entity that combines
all of the functions of intelligent agents is yet to be deve l o p e d .
Still, it is considered only a matter of time before intelligent agents
will play a decisive role in the electronic marketplace and there f o re,
in competition. 
This study ex p l o res the boundaries of what might happen in marke t s
when intelligent agents are introduced and used by market partici-
p a n t s. It looks at existing commercial agent-like applications, it com-
bines  models  to  enlarge  insight  of  how  different  functions  of
Intelligent agents affect different market stages and as a result of that
competition aspects. Also, we go into the effects of intelligent agents
s o m ewhat deeper by focusing on two types of industry, travel and
b o o k s.
This study shows the latest insights and developments on intelligent
a g e n t s. We would like to thank the editing board consisting of dr.
Y.M.  Prince,  drs.  A.R.M.  We n n e ke rs,  both  from  EIM,  dr.  F. P. M .
Dignum of the Technical Unive rsity of Eindhoven and R.W. Macko r,
Ministry of Economic Affairs. We would also like to thank all the
experts consulted: deve l o p e rs of agent technology, re s e a rc h e rs at uni-
ve rs i t i e s, etc. We greatly appreciated their contribution to this study
and learned a lot from them.
Special thanks go to Prof. Dr. Walter van der Ve l d e, re s e a rch dire c t o r
of Starlab – a member of the MIT Media Lab, and associated with the
Vrije Unive rsiteit of Brussels, and Prof. Carles Sierra Ph.D., coord i-
nator of the EU-Special Interest Group ‘Agent Mediated Electro n i c
C o m m e rce’ of Agentlink and associated with both the Technical and
Autonomous Unive rsity of Barcelona for rev i ewing this re p o r t .
The purpose of this is study is to contribute to the discussion of the
effects intelligent agents can have on markets and competition. Yo u
a re welcome to contact us about it. 
Kees Jonkheer  k j o @ e i m . n l
Toon Jansen  a j a @ e i m . n l
December 1998
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Intelligent agents are softwa re entities that can execute functions in
an autonomous, pro - a c t i ve, social and adaptive fashion. These func-
tions include searching, comparing, learning, negotiating and collab-
o rating.  Subsequently,  based  on  these  functions,  seven  types  of
agents  can  be  identified:  collabora t i ve  agents,  interface  agents,
mobile agents, information/Internet agents, re a c t i ve agents, hy b r i d
agents and smart agents. Provisionally in electronic commerc e, inter-
face agents and information or Internet agents are most appro p r i a t e
to use. Whether these are mobile agents or ‘static’ web agents is not
so much of an issue.
Theory and development of the use of intelligent agents focus on two
d i m e n s i o n s, making the agent ‘smarter’, enlarge the functionalities
and create a fra m ework (an electronic marketplace) in which intelli-
gent agents can execute their functions. In future, these deve l o p m e n t s
m ay evo l ve into the establishment of an ‘agent reality’, aside  the
‘information reality’ (the world wide web) and the physical re a l i t y. 
In an electronic marke t p l a c e, processes are in operation via single
t ransactions which can be divided into six stages: need identification,
p roduct bro kering, merchant bro kering, negotiation, ‘purchase and
d e l i very’  and  ‘service  and  eva l u a t i o n ’. Preconditions  of electro n i c
m a r ketplaces are the establishment of ontologies (in short: unequiv-
ocal  definitions  of  entities)  and  protocols  or  languages,  such  as
KQML, provide security and a ‘transport mechanism’, such as plat-
forms on which the electronic marketplace opera t e s. Basically, these
e l e c t ronic marketplaces re p resent fra m eworks to enable trade on the
Internet.  The most practical examples are auctions. These fra m e-
works provide intelligent agents with the ground to execute their
f u n c t i o n s. They can be put into the electronic marketplace with cer-
tain pro g rammed stra t e g i e s. In addition to the actual transactions this
y i e l d s, much information is obtained on the market in this fashion.
Competition can be seen as a function of market dynamics. Elements
of these dynamics are firm-entry or -exit, price, costs, innova t i o n s,
and pro f i t a b i l i t y. Each element is related to the other. For exa m p l e,
m o re firm-entry will cause pre s s u re on prices. Howeve r, the effect of
p rofits on competition is controve rsial. Although lower profitability is
expected to trigger cost-saving innova t i o n s, in some capital-intensive
s e c t o rs high profits may be necessary to finance R&D for instance.
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To establish the theoretical effect of intelligent agents on markets and
eventually competition, the functionalities of agents are connected to
the market pro c e s s,  e.g. the stages in  that pro c e s s.  We then can
assess the effect on competition for each stage in the market pro c e s s.
This is the basis of the Intelligent Agent Competition Model. Also, in
a somewhat broader pers p e c t i ve, we look at the possible impact of
intelligent agents on the distribution chain. To complete the picture
of a ‘first’ static fra m ework to establish the theoretical impact of intel-
ligent agent on competition, four ‘autonomous exogenous factors ’
a re taken into consideration: taxe s, jurisdiction, standardization and
s e c u re data tra n s f e r. 
In this study we take an ex t ra step in identifying a dynamic appro a c h
to the Intelligent Agent Competition Model, by looking at the priori-
ties of demand and strategies of suppliers. Purc h a s e rs of goods and
services set certain priorities in their demand on which they base
p u rc h a s e - d e c i s i o n s. Some of these priorities are: price, service, deliv-
ery time and quality. Intelligent agents can meet the priorities in the
buying decision to a large extent, since they can search, learn and the
l i ke. Since intelligent agents will be active on Internet marke t s, stra t e-
gies of suppliers will particularly (or solely?) be executed by the func-
tionality  of their sites. This can be a horizontal functionality, for
instance the quantitative extent to amount in which the supplier is
making its supply available on the Internet, or a vertical functionali-
ty: what content does a site offer in terms of ‘tra n s a c t i o n - s u p p o r t i n g ’
p o s s i b i l i t i e s, like qualitative extent of the information, online book-
ing facilities (see figure). 
In our cases on the travel and book industry, we take a closer look
at the possibilities of integrating intelligent agents in marke t s. We
p roject  both  the  static  and  dynamic  approach  to  the  Intelligent
Agents Competition Model to the actual situation of the Internet mar-
ket in these industries.
Trave l
Internationalisation and direct marketing are the main topics in a
m a r ket which is divided more and more into two directions of par-
allel market supply on the one hand, and emerging niche-markets on
the  other.  The  market  power  lies  increasingly  with  the  airlines,
a c c o m m o d a t o rs and tour opera t o rs. These parties are putting pre s-
s u re on the margins of the pro d u c t s. The tour opera t o rs and re t a i l
sector face high communication and personnel costs, but fixed prices
a re tumbling. 
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S u m m a r yT he Int e l l ige nt Age nt Competition Mo del, dy na m ic appro a c h
S o u rce: EIM, 1998.
Communication is one of the main problems in the Dutch trave l
i n d u s t r y. Yet, the travel industry has a re l a t i vely large amount of
communication networks at its disposal. The problem is, that often
these systems are not properly linked between the users. At the same
t i m e, the travel supply appears to be stored in great detail and quan-
t i t y. Because this information itself means business for market play-
e rs, it is not revealed, and only limitedly available on the market. So,
on the whole, communication appears to be more than an org a n i s a-
tional problem, where economical interests play a vital ro l e, than an
u n s o l vable technical problem. In  this environment, new deve l o p-
ments such as intelligent agents have a great potential to put their
mark on this marke t .
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playersThe success of the travel sites around the world indicates that con-
s u m e rs have adopted the Internet as a medium for orientation and
p u rchase of travel pro d u c t s. It proves to be worthwhile to find bar-
gains when customers book travels online. Market playe rs in the
‘content  provider  domain’,  like  airlines,  accommodators  and  car
re n t a l s, can be directly approached far more easily (and more easily
over a much greater distance) than in the physical world, and vice
ve rsa. It is already feasible that traditional physical reselling outlets
a re having difficulties in coping with the more well-informed clients.
It is necessary to reconsider their added value as their function of
p roviding information is being taken over more and more by suppli-
e rs on the Internet.
The functionality destination sites, the websites that an Intelligent
Agent visits for useful information, are re l a t i vely modera t e. A quar-
ter of the travel companies offer online booking facilities. Nearly one-
t h i rd  (31%)  offer ex t e n s i ve  online  booking  information,  in  some
cases without information as to the cost of travel. Besides the infor-
mation on the we b, many companies offer possibilities to order more
information. In nearly 40% no online booking information is ava i l-
a b l e, either due to the fact that the company can not be reached on
the Internet (8%), or that no booking information is provided (18%),
or that booking information can be requested but not instantly pro-
vided on the website (13%). 
T h e re is a differentiation among the market playe rs when it comes to
the functionality of their sites. Tour opera t o rs and suppliers of accom-
modation, transportation or re c reation most often offer the opportu-
nity to book online. Re s p e c t i ve l y, 24% and 21% of the online pre s e n t
o rganisations offer such facilities, whereas only 14% of the tourist
agencies offer online booking facilities.
Since there are nearly 300 Dutch travel websites counted, does it give
the customer the opportunity (or the Intelligent Agent on behalf of
the customer) to orientate ex t e n s i vely on travel supply? The answe r
must be a firm ‘no’. Travel organizations often do not give full access
to their information. Often, only the special offers are fully docu-
mented and specified.
Being  a  differentiated,  ‘information-intense’  industry,  the  trave l
industry offers huge potential for intelligent agents in every stage of
the market pro c e s s. Better need identification, product and merc h a n t
b ro ke ra g e, and cost reduction will be the main added value made by
intelligent agents. 
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Online book selling has turned out to be a huge success. Buying
books online is widely recognized as more convenient, price-wo r t hy
and less time-consuming. This has forced the Dutch Internet book
industry to react to the foreign threat. 
Portals appear to play a major role in the search for a book. This
s e a rch is limited by exc l u s i ve supply via these portals. There f o re,
b o o k s e l l e rs  compete  for  few  exc l u s i ve  positions  on  portal  sites.
I n c re a s i n g l y, independent shopping sites provide price comparisons
b e t ween  a  broader  range  of  booksellers.  One-to-one  marke t i n g
( t h rough personalized websites) appears to be paying off alre a d y.
The Internet book market has provided first move rs with lower costs
and scale-benefits on an early market. In building an online bra n d ,
f i rst move rs seem to take the bulk of the benefit. Newc o m e rs face a
h a rder time to establish a prominent place in the Internet economy.
A way to achieve that pro m i n e n c e, is to engage in partnerships with
key Internet services. So booksellers team up with Internet business-
e s, like prov i d e rs or search engines. 
Agents will have limited function in a commodity product, such as
b o o k s. The potential effects on competition however are deva s t a t i n g
for competition. Intelligent agents will be able to maximize tra n s-
p a re n cy in a market of a commodity product, and so destroy eve r y
competition. Prov i s i o n a l l y, the functionality of book websites is high.
That means that much information on which a purchase decision
can be founded, is ava i l a b l e. Numerous ‘obstruction strategies’ con-
t ra agents exist, but yet to be integrated. 
Intelligent agents are potentially very powerful tools in making mar-
kets tra n s p a rent. Both for the consumers, and for pro d u c e rs. It is
noticed howeve r, that these tools can be so successful a counter-re a c-
tion is created. In effect, consumers and especially pro d u c e rs will
avoid the possibility of tra n s p a re n cy, for instance by changing the
n a t u re of the presentation of their supply. That should make it ve r y
difficult for intelligent agents to determine the actual supply of a sup-
plier on the Internet, let alone compare it to other supply on the
Internet. 
Potential effects of intelligent agents on competition
The main potential effects of intelligent agents on markets and com-
petition, are, in our opinion:
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S u m m a r y• Higher market vo l u m e s. The increase of opportunities by using
intelligent agents in electronic marketplaces will affect market vo l-
u m e, both sales on the web as, indire c t l y, sales on the phys i c a l
m a r ke t p l a c e.
• Cost reduction will be the main added value made by intelligent
a g e n t s.
• Agents will base their actions on customer-pro f i l e s, more than on
p ro d u c t s. Basically, the impact of intelligent agents is cro s s - s e c-
t o ral. Intelligent agents tend to base their actions on profiles ra t h e r
than pro d u c t s. As a result, marketing will change its focus fro m
p ro d u c t - m a r keting to ‘lifestyle-marke t i n g ’.
• Communication through intelligent agents necessitates ex t e n s i ve
regulation. ‘Digital cartels’ can emerg e, because agent-mediated
communication is hard to control and re l a t i vely easy to manipu-
l a t e.
• Intelligent  agents  are  catalysts  in  new  economic  activities.
Intelligent agents can have huge implications for mass-individual-
isation. Intelligent agents are the ideal solution for organising one-
to-one marketing on electronic marke t p l a c e s.
• Intelligent agents potentially will lower prices in a cat-and-mouse
game  with  suppliers.  Formal  price agre e m e n t s, such  as in the
book industry, can no longer ex i s t .
• M a r ket processes will become much more efficient with the use of
intelligent agents. If supply goods and services on electronic mar-
ketplaces we re fully tra n s p a rent and accessible, intelligent agents
would reduce opportunity costs considera b l y.
• Intelligent  agents  will  alter  markets  by  push-communication.
Based on knowledge gained, the intelligent agent supplies infor-
mation to its target user whenever it considers the profile of the
t a rget user is found appro p r i a t e.
• Intelligent agents will alter markets by push-communication, thus
offering numerous opportunities for innova t i o n s. These innova-
tions will invo l ve new market pro c e s s e s, new market playe rs as
well as new pro d u c t s. Intelligent agents will stimulate the deve l-
opment of customization of goods and services via one-to-one
m a r keting, personalized after sales services, and the like.
• P rofitability appears to be a controve rsial point. On balance, we
expect that profit will be very limited because of low marg i n s. In
spite of lower costs and a higher level of innovation which could
lead to higher pro f i t a b i l i t y, the use of intelligent agents will re s u l t
in more pre s s u re on prices.
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1 . 1 M o t i va t i o n
Agents will be the most important computing paradigm and will be
pervasive in every market by the year 2000 – Janca, 19951
The search for information (whether or not used for making tra n s-
actions) on the Internet is currently supported by search engines
such as AltaVista, Yahoo, Infoseek and L y c o s. These softwa re appli-
cations give its users the opportunity to search over a 50 million
U R L s2. The problem users increasingly face, is that the information
ex t racted from the search engine is still too much to handle. This can
lead to the user is no longer being able to optimize his or her choic-
es out of the large amount of information, causing information stre s s.
The selection criteria on which information is gathered are based on
simple heuristics. To meet these pro b l e m s, various intelligent agents
h ave already been deve l o p e d .
Another angle from which Intelligent Agents are developed is artifi-
cial intelligence, which seeks to make applications of agents for per-
sonal use (PDA’s3), for instance. 
Since the functionality of agents is more than ‘searching’ and stre t c h-
es to encompass autonomous actions on behalf of its user such as
comparing, negotiating, collaborating, it has the potential to become
an important powerful factor in the market pro c e s s.
T h e re f o re, this study tries to identify what the nature of this poten-
tial is, in other wo rd s, how Intelligent Agents will affect the marke t
p rocesses in terms of competition.
1 . 2 Goal and Re s e a rc h
The goal of this study to answer the following question:
How might the use of Intelligent Agents affect markets and competi-
t i o n ?
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1 N.R. Je n n i ngs and M. Wo o l dr idge, Applications of Intelligent Ag e n t s, in ‘Age nt Te c h no l o g y,
F o u nda t io ns and Ma r kets’, Springer Verlag, 1998, p. 10.
2 URL – Un i form Resource Locator. URLs are electro n ic addresses of org a n i s a t io ns, firms, per-
s o ns, etc.
3 P DA = Pe r s o nal Digital As s i s t a nt .T h rough  this  pioneering  ‘state  of  the  art’  study  (shortly  called
S t rategic Study) on this re l a t i vely new difficult field of re s e a rch, we
try to obtain a first insight and understanding of possible re l a t i o n s
b e t ween intelligent agents and market competition. Fu r t h e r m o re, we
try to obtain ideas for further re s e a rc h .
The re s e a rch questions related to the goal of this Strategic Study are :
• What are the natures and functions of Intelligent Ag e n t s ?
• In which way are they used by market participants? 
• What effects might Intelligent Agents have on markets and com-
petition? 
1 . 3 A p p ro a c h
Based on the first desk re s e a rch carried out within the scope of this
p roject we conclude that the field of intelligent agents is very ex t e n-
s i ve and specialized. It needs considerable investment in terms of
t i m e, capacity and attention. It is a re l a t i vely new field, especially
when only the re s e a rch that has been done in the Netherlands is
t a ken into considera t i o n .
The effects of Intelligent Agents will however be so significant on
both the market process and its playe rs, that building up know l e d g e
on this topic is of great importance for EIM. For this Strategic Study
we have carried out the following activities:
• E xecution of desk re s e a rch on the different natures and functions
of intelligent agents;
• Application of EIM-re s e a rch and present knowledge in the field of
E l e c t ronic or Internet Commerc e ;
• Application of EIM-re s e a rch and present knowledge in the field of
m a r ket competition;
• Two case studies: performing tests with different intelligent agents
in two sectors; assessment of the effects of intelligent agents on
the market competition in these sectors; for example by exe c u t i n g
s e a rch- and buying ord e rs; in this way insight in the trading pos-
sibilities of intelligent agents is obtained, as well as the effects on
the market pro c e s s ;
• I n t e r v i ews with experts in intelligent agent re s e a rch and marke t
competition re s e a rc h .
1 . 4 S t r u c t u re of this re p o r t
C h a p t e rs  2  to  4  are  introductory  chapters  to  the  re s e a rch  topic.
Chapter 2 explains what Intelligent Agents are, chapter 3 gives a
model of how the market process evo l ves in stages and chapter 4
goes into the subject of competition.
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I n t r o d u c t i o nChapter 5 gives predictions as to what, in theory, might be the impact
of the functional manifestations of intelligent agents in the marke t
p rocess and competition amongst market participants. 
Chapter 6 invo l ves few major (exogenous) mechanisms in relation to
intelligent agents and competition. Subsequently, it will take a look
at customers’ priorities of demand and strategies of suppliers that
d i rectly affect the balance of supply and demand. Chapter 7 and 8 try
to deepen this insight by focusing on two types of industry: trave l
and books. 
Chapter 9 predicts the implications of intelligent agents on eve r y
identified  aspect  of  competition  at  the  individual  level  of  SMEs.
Chapter 10 finishes with some conclusions.
F i g u re 1 shows  the structure  and activities  from chapter  2 to 10
g ra p h i c a l l y. 
f ig u re 1 s t r uc t u re  and  activities  of  this  Stra t e g ic  Study  ‘Int e l l ige nt
Age nts and competitio n ’
S o u rce: EIM, 1998.
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5: Effects of Intelligent
Agents on Competition
Desk Research, Inter-
views and ReportingThis study is an attempt to obtain a better understanding of the pos-
sible effects of Intelligent Agents on market competition. It has the
f o l l owing components:
• It synthesizes  three  models,  that  each  stands  for  one  field  of
re s e a rch, in one fra m ework: e.g. a functional model of an intelli-
gent agent, the Consumer Buying Behaviour Model, an illustra t i ve
example of how the market process can be divided into phases
and the Competition Model;
• It applies the fra m ework to two cases of industry: books and trav-
el. Any adjustments are made to the fra m ewo r k ;
• Opportunities and threats for SMEs;
• Questions for future re s e a rch. 
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I n t r o d u c t i o n2 H ow  do  Intelligent  Ag e n t s
wo r k ?
2 . 1 Intelligent Agents and the market: an
i n t ro d u c t i o n
Jennings and Wooldridge (1998) consider an agent as ‘a computer
system situated in some environment, that is capable of autonomous
action in this environment in order to meet its design objective s.’
N wana (1996) states ‘we define an agent as referring to a component
of softwa re and/or hard wa re which is capable of acting exactingly in
o rder to accomplish tasks on behalf of its user.’
Agents are able to execute transactions autonomously. This will not
only lead, for exa m p l e, to considerable time-efficiency, but will also
h ave  an  impact  on  the  behaviour  of  participants  in  the  marke t
p ro c e s s. For instance, it is possible to instruct an agent to search the
Internet for the cheapest supplier of a specific product. This makes it
e a sy for market playe rs to do world wide business on their own com-
p u t e rs. It is clear this can alter competition considera b l y. Apart fro m
the consumer being able to orientate world-wide for the cheapest
p ro d u c t s, it will also mean that merchants can obtain much infor-
mation on consumer behav i o u r, which enables them to serve con-
s u m e rs better and in a more tailor-made fashion. Some of the effects
could be:
1 . p roducts that are purchased mainly on a local or regional level will
be purchased wo r l d - w i d e ;
2 . the pre s s u re on price increases because buye rs are able to select
m o re easily, according to price;
3 . h oweve r, prices could also remain stable or even increase because
of better service to online customers and because of the segmen-
tation of marke t s ;
4 . on a long-term basis, prices of one certain product among va r i o u s
s u p p l i e rs could possibly conve rge to a ‘stabilized’ level. 
Aside from these primary impacts, other mechanisms can alter the
outcome  of  the deve l o p m e n t s.  For  instance,  the  degree  of  tra n s-
p a re n cy of the market (playe rs and prices) will cause a reaction on
the part of the merchants with different marketing techniques. They
p robably will try to influence the search abilities and outcome of
Intelligent Ag e n t s. Special codes can put a supplier at the top of the
list of the search results of an Intelligent Agent. 
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Intelligent agents, markets and competitionThe question that will arise at a certain point is: Is a market with full
competition a real possibility? There can be digital cartels or eve n
wo rs e, monopolies. Transport costs will play a more decisive ro l e. In
a global economy, the cost of transporting products will rise, could
cancel out any reduction in production costs. On the other hand dis-
tribution  costs for  ‘information  products’ will  be  greatly  re d u c e d
(media, film, music).
On top of that, aspects such as value added taxes on products like
compacts discs, books and softwa re will play a role in buying behav-
iour of consumers, in cases where it is not already included in the
price of the pro d u c t .
A last illustration of what the impact of the use of intelligent agents
might be in the Internet Economy is the development of huge virtu-
al organisations which set up regional and local selling points to dis-
tribute their products to the customers. If this is the case, the official
place of establishment of the organisation will become a very impor-
tant issue in terms of legal ruling, for instance. 
2 . 2 C h a racteristics and functions of intelli-
gent agents
Much re s e a rch has already been done on what the characteristics of
an intelligent agent are or should be to meet its goals. Jennings and
Wooldridge (1998) put it like this: ‘an intelligent agent is a comput-
er system that is capable of flexible autonomous action in order to
meet  its  design objective s ’. The most  important characteristics of
intelligent agents are to be:
• a u t o n o m o u s. Agents must execute tasks without constant feed-
back to their designers ;
• re s p o n s i ve. Agents should perc e i ve their environment (which may
be the physical world, a user, a collection of agents, the Internet,
e t c.) and respond in a timely fashion to changes that occur in it;
• p ro - a c t i ve. Agents should not simply act in response to their envi-
ronment, they should be able to exhibit opportunistic, goal-dire c t-
ed behaviour and take the initiative where appro p r i a t e ;
• social. Agents should be able to interact, when they deem appro-
p r i a t e, with other artificial agents and humans in order to com-
plete their own problem solving and to help others with their
a c t i v i t i e s ;
• a d a p t i ve. Agents should be able to incorporate changes in both
their designer behaviour and the situations in their enviro n m e n t .
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How do Intelligent Agents work?C o n s e q u e n t l y, functions that intelligent agents can provide based on
these chara c t e r i s t i c s, are1 (see figure 2):
• s e a rch, in large datasets and wo r l d - w i d e ;
• c o m p a re, quickly and with a lot of objects invo l ved, each with its
own individual set of chara c t e r i s t i c s ;
• learn, which enables the agent to create pro f i l e s, based on ex p e r i-
ence; 
• n e g o t i a t e, between buye rs and suppliers ;
• c o l l a b o ra t e, with its designer, but more important with other intel-
ligent agents.
f ig u re 2 f u nc t io ns of an Int e l l ige nt Age nt
S o u rce:  Based  on,  amo ng  othe r s,  B.  Berne y,  S oftware  Agents  –  A  Review, 1 9 9 8 .
ht t p : / / w w w. do c. m mu . a c. u k / S TA F F / B. B e r ne y / re s e a rc h / a g - re v. ht m .
2 . 3 Types of intelligent agents
N wana and Ndumu2 identify seven types of agents:
1 . c o l l a b o rative agents: c o l l a b o rate agents emphasize autonomy and
c o o p e ration with other agents in order to perform tasks for their
ow n e rs in open and time-constrained multi-agent enviro n m e n t s.
The class of collaborate agents may itself be perc e i ved as a bro a d
g rouping. Functions are: learn, negotiate. Characteristics: static,
l a rge ‘coars e - g rained’ agents.
2 . interface agents: interface agents emphasize autonomy and learn-
ing in order to perform tasks for their ow n e rs. Maes (1994) points
out that the key metaphor underlying interface agents is that of a
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1 Based on, amo ng othe r s, B. Berne y, S oftware Ag e n t s – A Review, 1 9 9 6 .
ht t p : / / w w w. do c. m mu . a c. u k / S TA F F / B. B e r ne y / re s e a rc h / a g - re v. ht m .
2 H.S. Nwana and D.T. Ndu mu, ‘A Brief Introduction to Software Agent Te c h n o l o g y ’ , Chapter 2 of
Agent Te c h n o l o g y,  Foundations,  Applications and  Marke t s, Un icom  Seminars  Ltd/Springe r -
Verlag Berlin He ide l b e rg, 1998.p e rsonal assistant who is collaborating with the user in the same
work environment. Functions: providing  pro a c t i ve assistance –
typically to a user learning to use a particular application such as
a spread sheet or operating system – learning, suggesting.
3 . mobile agents: mobile agents are softwa re processes capable of
roaming wide area networks such as the WWW, interacting with
f o reign  hosts,  performing tasks  on  behalf of  their  ow n e rs and
returning  ‘home’  having  performed  the  duties  set  them.
Functions: collaborate (with other agents), searc h .
4 . information/Internet agents: information agents perform the ro l e
of managing, manipulating, or collating information from many
distributed sourc e s. Information  agents are defined as to what
t h ey do, in contrast to collabora t i ve or interface agents, which are
defined by what they are. Functions: pro a c t i ve, dynamic, adaptive
and coopera t i ve. They tolerate ambiguity,  omissions, and eve n
e r ro rs in the user’s re q u e s t .
5 . reactive agents: re a c t i ve  agents respond in a  stimulus-re s p o n s e
manner to the present state of the environment in which they are
embedded. Their characteristics are: emergent functionality, task
decomposition and  the tendency  to operate on re p re s e n t a t i o n s
that are close to raw sensor data. It is a re l a t i vely simple form of
an agent. Emergence of functionality will take place when the re l-
a t i vely  simple  tasks  will  interact with  the  ensemble  of  agents
when viewed globally. The task decomposition means that the
re a c t i ve agent is viewed as a collection of modules that opera t e
autonomously and are responsible for specific tasks (e.g., sensing,
motor control, computations). Communication between modules
is minimized. 
6 . hybrid agents: the hybrid agent re f e rs to both the delibera t i ve and
the re a c t i ve functions of agents. For instance, they use the re a c t i ve
functions for faster response times and adaptability. The delibera-
t i ve part would handle the longer-term goal-oriented issues.
7 . smart agents: smart agents are heterogeneous agent systems in an
i n t e g rated set-up of at least two or more agents that belong to two
or more different agent-classes. It may also contain hybrid agents.
The functionality is an integrated one: a mix of functions that is
discussed in the former six types of agents.
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How do Intelligent Agents work?Intelligent agents in Electronic Commerc e, in this study
An intelligent agent that acts in Electronic Commerce must have at
least qualities bro ken down into three dimensions1:
• a g e n cy: the degree of independence which an agent ex h i b i t s ;
• intelligence: the amount of learned behaviour and possible re a-
soning capacity;
• mobility: the dimension which makes agents useful Internet appli-
c a t i o n s. It poses many priva cy and security issues as the degree of
mobility incre a s e s. A mobile agent travels from computer to com-
puter collecting data on the base of the para m e t e rs set by its user,
without being dependent on the hard wa re of its user.
With re g a rd to the typology of Nwana and Ndumu we will there f o re
focus our attention in this study on the ‘interface agents’ and the
‘information/Internet agents’. These are specifically the agents that
reduce the work  and information  overload of their users2.  These
agents can be web agents or mobile agents.
2 . 4 C u r rent  tendencies  in  agent  deve l o p-
m e n t
Ro u g h l y, there are two approaches in agent re s e a rch. One is focused
on the formation on electronic marketplaces as a precondition for
a g e n t - f u n c t i o n a l i t y.  Examples  are  the  auction-models  of  the
re s e a rc h e rs from MIT in Boston. They are based on what is now pos-
sible  with current  technology standards  and  what  is  likely to be
exploited commerc i a l l y. Simply, it could be stated as a short-term
a p p roach. Still, there are many difficulties to ove rcome in defining a
functional electronic marke t p l a c e. One way to do this is to identify
o n t o l o g i e s, by which notions can be defined. 
Lately there has been another approach that focuses on the func-
tionality of the intelligent agent itself. Here, the primary interest is to
look and develop negotiation techniques. The results of this should
be applied in the current Internet environment, or in simple defined
p l a t f o r m s. That is, critical information for making transactions (pro d-
uct information, price, etc.) is given standard tags in mark-up lan-
guages such as HTML, SGML or XML. Besides, the reason to focus
on the functionality of agents itself is that re s e a rc h e rs assume that a
functional  electronic  marketplace  is  very  hard  to  define.  This 
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How do Intelligent Agents work?
1 O. Do, E. Ma rch, J. Rich and T. Wolff, Intelligent Agents & The Internet: Effects On Electronic
Commerce and Marke t i n g, 1996, p. 2. ht t p : / / b o l d. c o b a . u n r. e du / o d ie / p a p e r. ht m l .
2 See J.M. Bra d s h a w, An introduction to Software Ag e n t s, AAAI Press/ the MIT Pre s s, 1997, p.
24. www. c s. u m b c. e du / a ge nt s, Introductory material.a p p roach is found in more long-term and theoretical re s e a rch, of
which much is initiated in Euro p e. 
Still, many re s e a rch projects or pilot projects on intelligent agents have
an approach that combines elements from both sides. Figure 3 char-
acterises the tendencies in agent development with a few exa m p l e s.
f ig u re 3 t e nde nc ies in age nt - t heory and -de v e l o p me nt
a symmetric agents
websites limited e l e c t ronic marke t s
c o ns t r uc t ion of fra me w o r k s / p ro t o c o l s.
‘A me r ican school’: Kasbah, Bazaar,
University of Mic h ig a n
a d vanced agents ‘Auc t ion’ is buzzword. Cont rolled 
E u rope: focus on func t io nality age nts the ms e l v e s ma r ke t p l a c e. Simu l a t io ns 
Mo re func t io nality than for ins t a nce selectio n Pa dget en Bra d fo rd website. 
on ‘pric e ’. An attempt to digitize arg u i ng and 
ne go t ia t ion. Nick Je n n i ngs and Carlos Sie r ra
in a pilot of a ‘fish ma r ket’ in Barc e l o na1.
S o u rce: EIM, 1998.
Open market: Ag e n t - s o f t wa re must eventually turn into entities
Agents operate in electronic marke t s. There are experiments with
various  type  of  electronic  marke t s, that set  a  fra m ework  for  the
b e h aviour of the agents. The most common example of this is the
auction-model. Here, the agents’ functionality is completely incorpo-
rated  and determined  by  the fra m ework.  The less  structured  the
f ra m ework of the market is, howeve r, the more autonomous entities
the agents must be. For instance, they must have social-like behav-
i o u r, they must be hard to copy, etc. In sublimated form, agents must
obtain the characteristics of physical entities.
2 . 5 Notions about the future of agents 
Towa rds a Cohabited Mixed Re a l i t y ?
C o r responding to the expected development as described above (that
eventually for the sake of functionality, ‘information-safety’ and the
l i ke, agents must become virtually-impossible-to-copy entities), the
concept of the cohabited mixed reality (figure 4) identifies three ‘re a l-
ities’ (see figure 5):
• p hysical re a l i t y ;
• information re a l i t y ;
• agent re a l i t y.
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1 Wo r k s hop AMET ‘98.The physical reality is the world as we know it and where the users
of agents act. The information reality is, for instance, the World Wide
We b. In this reality all kinds of information is provided. The third
reality is the agent-re a l i t y, in which agents act autonomously, not
necessarily in direct assignment of its user. Agents will connect to the
p hysical world through terminals whenever they consider it appro-
p r i a t e, that is if they think they can make an effort to satisfy the infor-
mation- or product-need of the user. The agent uses the information
reality to fit the needs of its user the best. The information re a l i t y
becomes the collective fra m ework between the agent reality and the
p hysical re a l i t y. 
The development of agents and agents’ environments will evo l ve
f rom  an  agent-enabled  we b s p a c e,  into  a  space  or  reality  where
agents will be autonomous entities. These entities are ‘rooted’ as
p hysical entities in the physical world. Curre n t l y, there are pro d u c t s
p resented in a mix of information reality and agent re a l i t y. An exa m-
ple of this is the concept of the agent Fire f l y.
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f ig u re 4 C O M R IS: Cohabited Mixed Reality Info r ma t ion Spaces 
S o u rce: arti.vub. a c. b e / ~ c o m r i sf i g u re 5 the concept of cohabited mixed re a l i t y
= terminals, between agent-reality and physical re a l i t y
= Fire f l y
S o u rce: Starlab, 1998.
Competition for attention
The Ecran-agent, a pilot-agent that served in pro g ramming music
and theatre events in the city of Brussels, too was built as a script
within a we b - s t r u c t u re (see Firefly). The agent-space (the softwa re -
p ro g rams of the agents) was provided with seve ral agents, each per-
forming on one of the subjects of information. For exa m p l e, one
agent concentrated on the pro g ramming of the culture - a c t i v i t i e s, the
other  on  price,  and  a  third  on  available  rev i ews.  The  agents all
together we re engaged in a competition for the attention of the user
(see figure 6).
M o re ove r, the agents we re acting within a push-model, so agents
possessed the push channels (whereas in a pull-mode the user is
entering the we b ) .
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W W W, info r ma t ion re a l i t y ’
s uch as ne w s p a p e r s
a ge nt re a l i t y,
a ge nt is a sof t -
w a re ent i t y
p hy s ic a l
re a l i t yf ig u re 6 t he concept of the competition for attent io n
S o u rce: Starlab, 1998.
In Ecran, three of the six agents we re task agents (1-3) and three of
them we re conceptual agents (4-6):
• 1st agent: advice
• 2nd agent: agenda/scheduler
• 3 rd agent: advertising agent
• 4th agent: plot of the mov i e
• 5th agent: production of the mov i e
• 6th agent: pro g ram of the mov i e
The concept of ‘competition for attention’ is the ‘balance’ betwe e n
the 6  agents. Te c h n i c a l l y, the  agents  became connected with the
web-pages through ‘tags’ in the surface- page and the meta-page (the
page with the pro g ramming language, that is the base for the we b -
p a g e ) .
Ac c o rding to how agents operate on more open marke t s, ontologies
become more important. 
Functionality of agents in the ‘cohabited mixed re a l i t y ’
T h e re are three main characteristics of critical value that an agent
should have in the concept of the cohabited mixed reality: 
• c o n t ext awa reness: contex t - p e rception of the user (at what we b -
page is the user looking?, what is its click-through behav i o u r ? ) .
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a ge nt s
u s e r s
6 age nt s
a few age nts ma ke pro p o s a l s
a c t ual int e ra c t ion with users
t h i rd question: what is the perfo r ma nce? Feedback
a ge nts ask itself two questio ns :
• how re l e v a nt is the info ?
• how competent am I?• autonomous initiative: task-oriented functionality. Visible for the
user by we b p a g e r, html-markup language.
• learning behaviour: feedback or historicity. Learning capacity: ‘an
agent should not do things twice the same way ’.
The  biggest  bottleneck  for  agents  is  to  comprehend  the  contex t
awa re n e s s. For an agent it is hard to get a matching profile of its user. 
Towa rds trillions of agents?
E ve n t u a l l y, there will be trillions of agents. All of them invo l ved in a
competition  for  attention.  There f o re,  development of  unequivo c a l
concepts of social behaviour will be necessary. Computational con-
cepts will be inadequate for this purpose. The agents will be con-
f ronted with dozens of protocols when taking action on the we b.
Making choices between these pro t o c o l s, and competing through it
to reach the user is impossible to comprehend in pro t o c o l s.
Minimal essential preconditions for the functioning of agents re m a i n :
• meta-information (information about information)
• p ro f i l e - i n f o r m a t i o n
• c o n t ex t - i n f o r m a t i o n .
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How do Intelligent Agents work?3 H ow does a market wo r k :
t owa rds electronic marke t s ?
3 . 1 The market in stages
To translate the impact of intelligent agents into terms of competi-
tion, we can use a model of a market pro c e s s. This gives us the
opportunity to look at the influences of intelligent agents on a func-
tional level. By describing individual functions of intelligent agents,
we can link them to individual stages in the market pro c e s s. We later
t ranslate these functional impacts into terms on the more stra t e g i c
l evel of competition. 
Guttman,  Moukas  and  Maes1 divide  the  market  process  into  six
s t a g e s.  The  start-off  point  is  the  consumer.  In  their  ‘Consumer
Buying Behaviour Model’ (the CBB-model) they identify:
• need identification
• p roduct bro kery: select pro d u c t s, identify product alternatives or
s u b s t i t u t e s
• m e rchant bro kery: which merchant is chosen?
• n e g o t i a t i o n
• p u rchase and delive r y
• service and eva l u a t i o n .
F i g u re 7 shows these six stages.
f ig u re 7 t he  ma r ket  process  in  six  stages  in  the  Cons u mer  Buying
B e h a v iour Mo de l
S o u rce:  R.H. Guttman, A.G. Mo u kas and P. Ma e s, ‘Age nt - me d iated Electro n ic Comme rc e :
A Survey’, Knowledge Engineering Review, June 1998, p. 2.
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1 R.H. Guttman, A.G. Mo u kas and P. Ma e s, ‘Age nt - me d iated Electro n ic Comme rce: A Survey’,








Service and Evaluation3 . 2 Changing marketplaces: the formation
of electronic marke t s
Formation of electronic markets has already become reality in some
b u s i n e s s e s.  Examples are  stock  bro ke ra g e,  flower auctions,  plane
t i c ke t s, etc. Car-business is another example of a business where
e l e c t ronic markets are operational and successful, especially in the
United States. 
No standard s, no agents1
In electronic markets Intelligent Agents can play an even bigger role in
the market pro c e s s. Especially in the field of product orientation and
t ransaction,  can  intelligent  agents  extend  their  functionality.  Fo r
i n s t a n c e, in stock bro ke rage intelligent agents can autonomously deal
in stocks and complete actual transactions at any arbitrary moment.
The intelligent agents’ acts are based on a set of user provided para-
m e t e rs. Examples of intelligent agents that ‘organise’ demand and sup-
ply are Kasbah (newly: Market Maker) and Au c t i o n B o t .
At present in models in which the effectiveness of intelligent agents
is maximized, an electronic marketplace forms a vital platform for
b u s i n e s s2. 
T h e re are some preconditions for an electronic marke t p l a c e, certain-
ly when intelligent agents are to act on it. These are :
• t h e re has to be a platform to bring together demand and supply.
Ontologies  play  a  vital  role  in  developing  these  platforms.
Ontologies could be re g a rded as definitions of concepts of pro d u c t s,
e t c. Their purpose is to clarify communication and make it unequiv-
o c a l .
• within the domain of that platform there has to be one language.
An example of such a language is KQ M L3.
• t h e re has to be full security of agents’ softwa re and the platform
itself.  In  future  it  will  be  necessary  for  softwa re  to  become
autonomous entities, virtually impossible to copy. Consequently,
s o f t wa re-entities become characteristics like physical pro d u c t s.
• t h e re has to be a sort of transport mechanism, such as Java - p l a t-
f o r m s. Each virtual machine is connected with each other by Java -
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1 L. Chia r ig l io ne, Helping agents technologies get across to the market place, CSELT, Un i v e r s i t y
of To r i no, 1996.
2 For ins t a nc e, G. Doukid i s, P. Maes et al., The potential of Electronic Commerce in re-engineer -
ing consumer-retailer relationships through Intelligent Ag e n t s, Pro c e e d i ngs on the Euro p e a n
C o n f e re nce  on  Multi  Me d ia  &  electro n ic  Comme rc e,  Flore nc e,  It a l y,  November  1997,  F.
D ig num, ‘Sof t w a re en electro n ic comme rce’, I n fo r m a t i e, april 1998. K. Villinger and C. Burge r,
Generic Mobile Agents for electronic marke t s, University of Stuttgart, 1 9 9 7 .
3 KQML = Kno w l e dge Query and Ma n i p u l a t ion Lang ua ge.s o f t wa re. Also, SUN is developing such transport mechanisms,
which is called Genie.
I l l u s t ration of an intelligent agent in Interacting Home Shopping
H ow will agents operate? How will they communicate? What func-
tionalities will an agent be able to perform for its user. Alba et al.1
i l l u s t rated how that could turn out. Figure 8 shows their creation of
intelligent agent BOB.
f ig u re 8 i l l u s t ra t ion of int e ractive ho me sho p p i ng, with the aid of the
i nt e l l ige nt search age nt BOB
S o u rce:  J. Alba et al., ‘Int e ractive Ho me Sho p p i ng: Cons u me r, Retailer, and ma nu fa c-
t u rer Inc e ntives to Pa r t icipate in Electro n ic Ma r ketplaces’, Journal of Marke t i n g ,
Vol. 61, issue 3, p. 39, Ame r ican Ma r ke t i ng As s o c ia t ion, 1997.
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1 J. Alba et al., ‘Int e ractive Ho me Sho p p i ng: Cons u me r, Retailer, and ma nu fa c t u rer Inc e nt i v e s
to Pa r t icipate in Electro n ic Ma r ketplaces’, Journal of Marke t i n g, Vol. 61, issue 3, p. 39.,
A me r ican Ma r ke t i ng As s o c ia t ion, 1997.
J udy sits in fro nt of her ho me electro n ic center re v ie w i ng her eng a ge me nt calendar dis-
played on the television screen. She sees that she has accepted an invitation to a fo r ma l
cocktail party on Friday nig ht and she de c ides to buy a new dress for the occasion. She
s w i t c hes to her personal electro n ic sho p p e r, BOB, and initiates the fo l l o w i ng exc h a nge :
BOB:  Do you wish to bro w s e, go to a specific store, or buy a specific item?
J udy:  S p e c i f ic item
BOB:  Type of item?
J udy:  Black dre s s
BOB:  O c c a s ion? (me nu appears on scre e n )
J udy:  F o r mal cocktail party
BOB:  P r ice ra nge? (me nu appears)
J udy:  $300 – $500
BOB:  497 items have been ide nt i f ie d. How ma ny do you want to re v ie w ?
J udy:  Just 5
Five pic t u res of Judy in each dress appear on the screen with the pric e, bra nd na me, and
t he IHS retailer selling it listed beneath each one. Judy clicks on one of the dresses and
it is enlarged on the screen. Ano t her click and Judy views the dress from differe nt ang l e s.
A no t her click and specific a t io ns such as fa b r ic and launde r i ng ins t r uc t io ns appear. Judy
repeats this ro u t i ne with each dre s s. She selects the one she finds most appealing. BOB
k nows her me a s u re me nts and picks the size that fits her best.
BOB:  How would you like to pay for this? (me nu appears)
J udy:  A me r ican Expre s s
BOB:  N ie man Ma rcus (the firm selling the dress Judy selected) suggests a Xie scarf and
Koslow belt to compleme nt this dre s s.
J udy clicks on the items and they appear on the screen. Judy inspects these items as she
i nspected the dre s s e s. She de c ides to purchase both accessorie s. BOB then asks Judy
about de l i v e r y. Judy selects two-day delivery at a cost of $5.00.
BOB:  Just a re m i nde r. You have not purchased ho s iery in 30 da y s. Do you wish to re -
o rder at this time ?
J udy:  Ye s
BOB:  S a me shade s ?
J udy:  Yes Agents in electronic marke t p l a c e s
The intelligent agent BOB is a rather primitive model of an intelligent
agent. Curre n t l y, seve ral prototypes of intelligent agents are being
tested that execute tasks in the pre - c o n t ractual stage as well as in the
c o n t ractual stage. They are more than smart search engines: they
actually make transactions by negotiating about conditions such as
p r i c e. They can buy and sell. They perform autonomously to make
the best deal for their users. 
Which price is ultimately set is dependant on the ‘price curves’ of the
s e l l e rs and buye rs. The strategy of a selling agent is rather simple:
• it sets a price for the product it wants to sell;
• it chooses a buying agent to negotiate with (the one with the high-
est bidding price);
• contact is established;
• if it appears to be impossible to make a deal, the selling agent
repeats this routine to every agent interested in the deal, adjusts
their price levels based on the experience of the first attempt.
In this fashion, a lot of information becomes available about the cus-
t o m e rs interested in this deal, and for each customer a demand-curve
can be constructed based on the process of making of this deal1.
The number of agents invo l ved in this scenario is virtually infinite. 
Putting into practice: creating personal agents on Market Make r
M a r ket Make r2 is an electronic marketplace where visitors, buye rs as
well as sellers, can create their own personal agent. Market Maker is
p resented as the successor of Kasbah. 
In their own wo rds: ‘Market Maker is the second generation agent-
mediated electronic marketplace at MIT. This marketplace is an agent
re s e a rch  project  at  the  Softwa re  Agents  Group  of  MIT  Media
L a b o ra t o r y. By using softwa re agents in assisting users to make tra n s-
actions online, people no longer need to go through the manual effort
and constant monitoring as re q u i red in traditional marke t p l a c e s. A
user wanting to buy or sell a good creates an agent, gives it some
s t rategic  direction,  and  sends  it  off  into  the  agent  marke t p l a c e.
Agents in the marketplace will pro - a c t i vely seek out potential buye rs
or sellers and negotiate with them on their cre a t o r ’s behalf. Each
a g e n t ’s goal is to make the ‘best deal’ possible, subject to a set of
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1 J . W.H. Ja nssen, P.J.J. Leunissen, Intelligent agents: martelaars van de tussenhandel?, kic k -
off paper ‘Int e l l ige nt Age nts and competition’, 2 September 1997, EIM.
2 ht t p : / / ma ke r. me d ia . m i t . e du .user-specified constra i n t s, such as a desired price, a highest (or low-
est) acceptable price, and a date by which to complete the tra n s -
action. Market Maker supports a wide range of product and service
categories for tra n s a c t i o n s.’
T h rough  Market  Make r,  the  personal  agent  can  be  instructed  to
s e a rch for a certain time, for a desired price, it gives feedback and it
can actually negotiate. The negotiation is set up by first giving a price
range for the product and subsequently choosing out of three alter-
n a t i ves of ‘bidding behaviour’ which with the agent is sent out on
the marke t p l a c e. 
Re m a r kable also, is that the user can indicate a level of re p u t a t i o n
that the agents should have, in dealing with the personal agent. Fo r
this reason, a so-called Better Business Bureau is established. There,
every user has a cumulative trustworthiness rating. These ratings can
be used in different ways. When creating agents, users can limit the
i n t e ractions of the agent to other agents with users having a rating of
at least ave ra g e. When deciding whether to deal with a certain agent,
u s e rs also have access to the rating of the agents owner to help users
in their decisions. After deals are completed, agents will ask their
ow n e rs to rate the other user. These ratings will form a unive rsal 
reputation for every user on the system (see figure 9).
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f ig u re 9 Ma r ket  Ma ke r,  the  electro n ic ma r ketplace  whe re  any o ne  can 
c reate and activate a personal age nt
S o u rce: ht t p : / / ma ke r. me d ia . m i t . e du ..4 What is competition?
4 . 1 I n t ro d u c t i o n
To ex p l o re the impact of intelligent agents on competition, we have
to understand what we define as competition and what aspects are
related. Competition is a dynamic-based concept. Van Dijken and
Prince (1997) state: ‘better competition is characterized by higher
d y n a m i c s. Dynamics is found in changes in market structure and in
the behaviour of market participants. The market changes by firm-
entry and -exit, merges and acquisitions, etc. Playe rs in such marke t s
s h ow a considerable alertness, adaptation (e.g. on price), innova t i o n ,
and flex i b i l i t y.’
4 . 2 A basic model of competition
T h roughout the re s e a rch we shall continue to look at these chara c-
teristics to make an attempt to predict the impact of intelligent agents
on competition. In short they are :
• f i r m - e n t r y
• f i r m - ex i t
• price (or price-cost marg i n )
• c o s t s, including costs of labour
• i n n ova t i o n s
• p rofitability (price minus costs)
F i g u re 10 shows these aspects and their causal re l a t i o n s. Here, we
describe five of these1:
1 . m o re  firm-entry  will  create  ceteris  paribus m o re  competition,
which will cause pre s s u re on prices. For firm-exit the opposite will
be the case. More firm-entry will lower costs, whereas if firm-ex i t
i n c reases costs will be higher. Firm-entry and -exit will corre l a t e
p o s i t i ve l y ;
2 . c o s t - i n c reases will lead to a drop of profit. Howeve r, if incre a s i n g
costs are accounted in increasing prices, this can have, because of
the price incre a s e, an increasing effect on profit as we l l ;
3 . an increase of profit will evo ke firm-entry and will re t a rd firm-ex i t ;
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1 Based on: A.J.M. Kleijweg, M.H.C. Lever and A.R.M. We n ne ke r s, Statische en dynamische
aspecten van marktwerking, EIM, Zo e t e r me e r, 1996, p. 39 and furthe r.4 . in the short term, there is an expected negative correlation betwe e n
p rofit and the degree of innovation. If profits are high, competition
is expected to be modera t e, which does not stimulate market sta-
tus for seeking or introducing new products or pro c e s s e s. When
p rofits are low, competition is expected to be fierc e, which make s
i n n ovations the way to distinguish from competitors and opens the
way to re s t o re higher pro f i t s. Howeve r, in the long run, pro f i t a b i l i-
ty  draws  new  entry  there by  stimulating  future  innova t i o n s.
B e s i d e s, in some sectors profits are necessary to finance R&D.
5 . firm-entry will stimulate innovation, while firm-exit will reduce it.
I n n ovation initially will ceteris paribus lead to more profit, thus
evoking firm-entry. After a while howeve r, the innovations are
adapted by most competitors which will reduce the effect of ex t ra
p rofit. Firms that lag behind make lower profits then before and
a re likely to exit. This will lead to reduced competition and there-
f o re less stimulus for innova t i o n .
For more details refer to Kleijweg, Lever and We n n e ke rs (1996).
f ig u re 10 aspects of competition and their causal re l a t io ns
S o u rce:  A.J.M. Kleijweg, M.H.C. Lever and A.R.M. We n ne ke r s, Statische en dynamische



















- - +5 What is the theoretical effect of
intelligent agents on competi-
tion? A static appro a c h
5 . 1 The  Intelligent  Agents Competition  –
m o d e l
By combining each of the functions of the intelligent agents with
each of the stages of the market pro c e s s, we can assess scenarios of
what the impact will be on competition.
F i g u re 11 shows an example of these scenarios.
f ig u re 11 examples of the impact of int e l l ige nt age nts on competition via
t he CBB-mo de l
S o u rce: EIM, 1998.
Questions will arise on the aspects of the resultants of competition as
indicated in 4.1 such as:
• Price; How fast will prices conve rge to a certain level? 
• Price: What impact will other price-forming systems (such as auc-
tions) have on these price conve rg e n c e s ?
• F i r m - e n t r y, or -exit; Under what circumstances will disintermedi-
ation occur?
• e t c. 
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tant factor in com-
petition5 . 2 Impact of intelligent agents on compe-
t i t i o n
H e re we indicate what the potential theoretical effect of the use of
intelligent agents can be on competition with re g a rd to the basic
model of chapter 4. Consequently, we identify the potential impact
of intelligent agents on the following elements: firm-entry, firm-ex i t ,
price and cost, innovation and pro f i t a b i l i t y. Figure 11 showed what
this impact could be. Here, we look into it in detail.
S e a rc h i n g
The search function of intelligent agents supports the need identifi-
cation  and  product  and  merchant  bro kery  of  the  demand.
C o n s e q u e n t l y, there is room for widening the scope of consultation
with suppliers. In other wo rd s, more suppliers can be invo l ved in the
need identification and product and merchant bro ke r y.  That  is  a
f avo u rable basis for firms to enter the marke t .
L e a r n i n g
The functionality directly influences the product and merchant bro-
kery since the intelligent agent can on subsequent occasions make
use of its ‘experience’ on which it based its efforts prev i o u s l y. That
can result in a set of pre f e rable  products or  suppliers  which the
agent, once it has the assignment to search the web for certain pro d-
u c t s, will consult first. In this way, learning can temper firm-entry,
because it limits its search to a certain experience-based focus. 
C o m p a r i s o n
The ability to compare will be evident almost immediately in the
negotiating pro c e s s. Of cours e, it has a lot to do with the product and
m e rchant bro kery since making a choice for either one re q u i res a cer-
tain amount of comparison. But it will occur most actively in the
m a r ket stage of negotiation. Efficient comparison may lead – prov i d-
ed  that  there  is  sufficient  market  information  available  on  the
Internet – to a higher degree of price tra n s p a re n cy and eventually to
homogenous pricing. 
The buyer may need more information than the seller is able or will-
ing to prov i d e, such as information about product quality or cus-
tomer satisfaction. An intelligent agent can gather product informa-
tion from sources other than the product prov i d e r, including inde-
pendent eva l u a t o rs and other customers. 
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t o m e rs are searching for a product on the Internet, they absorb much
p e r i p h e ral information. They could have been led to websites by
clicking on a link which caught their eye. This tendency of wa n d e r-
ing through the web will be drastically reduced with the incre a s i n g
use of intelligent agents. T o d ay ’s agents will not recommend some-
thing to the user unless the product meets the user’s specifications.
Businesses will need to adapt their marketing by organizing their
information on the Internet logically so that agents will be attra c t e d .1
N e g o t i a t i o n
It is clear that the negotiating function of intelligent agents will most
d i rectly apply to the market stage of negotiation. In general, pro d u c-
e rs set prices, but sometimes they are negotiated. In addition, it will
p l ay a major role in dealing with the terms on which a good or ser-
vice can be purchased and delive red, as well as the terms of service.
Negotiation in pra c t i c e, will provisionally mean dealing in a pre - p re-
p a red fra m ework of an electronic marke t p l a c e. As in an auction,
t h e re are bidding agents and selling agents. Both are pro g ra m m e d
with certain para m e t e rs of behaviour (see for an example figure 12). 
f ig u re 12 de p ic t io ns of buying age nts’ stra t e g ies of ne go t ia t i ng price over
t i me
S o u rc e : G. Za c h a r ia, A. No u ka s, R Guttman and P. Ma e s, An agent system for compara -
tive shopping at the point of sale, MIT Me d ia Lab, 1997.
Pricing inefficiencies
By jockeying to secure a desirable price for a product, prov i d e rs and
c o n s u m e rs may miss opportunities for mutually desirable exc h a n g e s.
This is particularly likely in negotiations over unique or custom pro d-
u c t s, such as houses, and markets for information products and other
public goods, where free-riding is a problem. Bro ke rs can use pricing
mechanisms that induce the appropriate exc h a n g e s. One intriguing
class of mechanisms re q u i res a bro ker because the budget balances 
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$ $ $
t i me
anxious agent cool-headed agent frugal agent
t i me t i me
1 O. Do, E. Ma rch, J. Rich and T. Wo l f f , Intelligent Agents & The Internet: Effects On Electronic
Commerce and Marke t i n g, 1996, p. 2. ht t p : / / b o l d. c o b a . u n r. e du / o d ie / p a p e r. ht m l .only on ave rage: the amount the producer re c e i ves in any single tra n s-
action may be more or less than the amount paid by the customer,
and the bro ker pays or re c e i ves the differe n c e.
C o l l a b o ra t i o n
To make the searching, learning, comparing and negotiating func-
tions  even  more  efficient,  intelligent  agents  can  collaborate  with
other intelligent agents by exchanging information and ex p e r i e n c e.
5 . 3 Agents in the distribution chain
Effects of intelligent agents on the distribution chain: disinterme-
d i a t i o n ?
It is obvious that, as intelligent agents can operate on a platform such
as the World Wide Web with a great amount of autonomy, the agent
can play a major role in the distribution chain of pro d u c t s. Dependent
of its function, it can play a role as information bro ker (search and
c o m p a re) or even as a mature market player when able to negotiate
and make tra n s a c t i o n s. 
The great difference of an intelligent agent as a market party, com-
p a red to traditional parties, is that it can act without org a n i s a t i o n a l
implications on behalf of many users. For instance, if an intelligent
agent is sent out to purchase the cheapest of a particular pro d u c t ,
this information once re t r i eved is virtually available to any b o d y. 
F i g u res 13 gives some examples of how intelligent agents can affect
the distribution chain. A buyer of goods, or a group of buye rs, can
m a ke direct approaches to the pro d u c e rs of the products they are
i n t e rested in. Of cours e, this is a possibility particularly enabled by
the world wide web as a medium, but intelligent agents can va l i d a t e
this direct approach much more, since they can act on behalf of their
user or a group of users more efficiently, since they act time-inde-
p e n d e n t l y, in an objective, non-influential fashion and with a larg e
g roup of pro d u c e rs simultaneously (1). Again, when buye rs ‘org a n-
ise’ themselve s, this effort can be made to a single producer (2).
From the other angle, pro d u c e rs can do the same (3). They can also
p rovide a personal agent for each of their customers to build-up a
p e rsonal relationship between the producer and its customer, inte-
g rating  the customer’s profile  in  its  pro - a c t i ve (push-)  marke t i n g
activities (4).
The role of the distributor of physical products will certainly not be
ruled out. On the contra r y, distribution both to the re - s e l l e rs and con-
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aided by intelligent agents (5 and 6). 
In chapter 6 we will go further into the role of market participants in
describing  the  dynamic  approach  of  the  Intelligent  Ag e n t
Competition Model. 
f ig u re 13 place of int e l l ige nt age nts in the distribution chain
S o u rce: EIM, 1998.
5 . 4 Autonomous  exogenous  factors  in
c o m p e t i t i o n
Internet commerce is on the rise. As yet, there are some pre c o n d i-
tions that can affect the way of how Internet commerce will evo l ve.
H e re,  we  call them  autonomous  exogenous  factors. ‘Au t o n o m o u s
exogenous’, because these factors can affect doing business on the
Internet but are not an essential part of the commerc e - p rocess itself.
We identify four of these factors: taxe s, jurisdiction, standard i z a t i o n
and secure data tra n s f e r.
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p ro duc e r d i s t r i b u t o r re t a i l e r b u y e r
l e g e n d
de ma nd / - o r ie nt a t io n s u p p l y
i nt e l ige nt age nt sTa xe s
Value Added Ta xes are raised through the existence of a geogra p h i-
cally  limited  area.  Intelligent  agents  will  be  acting  on  the  we b,
s e a rching for the information they are instructed to acquire, re g a rd-
less of any geographical entity. Consequently, they will be able to
p u rchase products from any w h e re in the world. This makes it ve r y
i n t ra n s p a rent for governments to be able to raise taxe s, like va l u e
added tax from the consumers. Intelligent agents are probably one of
the catalysts on the we b, that makes it necessary for legislators to
find a whole new tax-basis for tax-raising. To meet the new economic
e n v i ronment to a major extent created by intelligent agents, it has
been suggested by some to introduce taxes that focus on pro d u c t i o n
f a c t o rs, rather then pro d u c e rs or consumers of goods1.
J u r i s d i c t i o n
Intelligent agents are not corpora t i o n s, like businesses are. But still,
t h ey may be able to execute actions that have a very similar eco-
nomic nature. They buy, negotiate, make tra n s a c t i o n s, etc. Will it
a l ways be easy to judge for whom the Intelligent Agents are wo r k-
ing? In other wo rd s, who is legally responsible and accountable for
their actions? 
As intelligent agents become mobile and autonomous and deve l o p
into (hard to copy) softwa re entities, who will monitor their actions;
is  it  always  clear  to  what  address  the  agent  ‘brings  home’  the
re q u i red information, or actions? As encryption technology evo l ve s
on the one hand and simultaneously the functionality of the agent
becomes greater on the other, agents may become so autonomous
that it is no longer possible to monitor their actions. That poses some
real challenges for legal systems as, similar to taxation, these legal
systems too are based on a geographical component, whereas intel-
ligent agents acts in an environment that is basically global.
In other wo rd s, intelligent agents do not act in a physical world but in
an ‘information reality’ like the world wide web and, as soon as num-
b e rs of agents incre a s e, in an ‘agent reality’ (see also chapter 2.5). 
S t a n d a rd i z a t i o n
S t a n d a rdization in an environment in which intelligent agents are
supposed to act effectively is crucial. In chapter 2.4 we spoke about
the need for a pre - p re p a red fra m ework and a set of pro t o c o l s. The
f ra m ework is often called an electronic marketplace in which certain
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1 K.R. Jo n k he e r, W. Dolfsma, ‘Belasting zonder grenzen’, E S B, 26 februari 1999.b e h av i o u ral aspects in economical exchange are standardized. An
example of this is the auction-model in which bidding en selling is
strictly regulated. The protocol that is needed can be compared with
a language that is needed to make the agents able to communicate. 
In addition, another crucial kind of standardization is that of the
o n t o l o g i e s. Basically, an ontology is a description of an entity that is
u n e q u i vocal,  i.e.  interpreted in  the  same  way  by  all parties.  So,
ontologies  can  be  re g a rded  as  definitions.  An  example  is,  for
i n s t a n c e, a bicyc l e. In brief, an ontology must make it unequivo c a l l y
clear that a bicycle for instance consists of two wheels, a fra m e, two
p e d a l s, light on the front and the back, etc.
C u r re n t l y, some scientists are invo l ved in re s e a rch that ex p l o res the
possibilities of standardizing social behav i o u r. For if this we re possi-
ble agents would be able to act much more autonomously in a much
less pre - p re p a red fra m ework. Some see an unavoidable deve l o p m e n t
in this because they believe that developments in the ‘agent-wo r l d ’
will evo l ve into the creation of lots of agents that will all be commu-
nicating with each other.
S e c u re data tra n s f e r
S e c u re data transfer is a hot item. Encryption technology, fire - wa l l s,
e t c. are increasingly necessary as the amount and complexity of data
t ransfer on the Internet grow. Secure data transfer may become an
even bigger issue when intelligent agents are introduced. First, an
intelligent agent itself must be virtually impossible to crack or copy
s o f t wa re entity. That problem could occur especially with mobile
a g e n t s, as agents within the hard wa re of the computer are a lot eas-
ier to protect and detect. Just imagine what it would be like, when a
user thinks its intelligent agent comes up with the re q u i red informa-
tion for cheap travel, and later it turns out that it is a tour opera t o r ’s
intelligent agent that actually gave it some ‘biased’ information.
The information intelligent agents gather must also be safe with its
‘carrier’, the agent. It must be impossible for intruders to have access
to this information and manipulate it. 
A development of the near future is ‘quantum-computing’. Shortly,
quantum-computing  will  no  longer  be  based  on  data  tra n s f e r
t h rough bits, but on ‘qubits’. One of the characteristics of the qubit
is that it is able to take on eight different va l u e s, by making use of its
‘ s u p e r - p o s i t i o n ’. This is called super-position, because the qubit can
re p resent  two  values  at  the  same  time1.  Another  chara c t e r i s t i c,
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l i n ked to the first is that quantum-computing makes it possible to transfer information with
100% safety. This technology is already operational in some IT- l a b o ra t o r i e s, and ex p e r t s
consider it a matter of a few ye a rs only before quantum-computers will be commerc i a l l y
i n t roduced. So, once quantum-computing is widely introduced, the need for complicated
p rotocols and encryptions will be ove r. Consequently, secure payments will then too be
f e a s i b l e.4 3
6 S t rategies  of  market  playe rs :
dynamic appro a c h
6 . 1 I n t ro d u c t i o n
Apart from the primary assessment of how intelligent agents will
effect competition in a static fra m ework, some major mechanisms
h ave an impact on how competition will evo l ve, under the influence
of  intelligent  agents.  These  are  consumer  priorities  and  supplier
s t ra t e g i e s. Figure 14 shows how these strategies fit in the Intelligent
Agents Competition-model of chapter 5.1).
C o n s u m e rs state their priorities in a buying decision. This buying
decision is based on the price of the product, service, quality, etc.
Intelligent Agents can play an important role in defining those prior-
ities and ‘attaching’ them to the product- and merc h a n t - o r i e n t a t i o n .
On the other hand, suppliers will use Intelligent Agents to segmen-
tate consumer behav i o u r, thus using it for their individual customer’s
a p p roach.  Another  important  factor  is  that  markets  themselve s
evo l ve, just as information technology plays an increasingly impor-
tant role in the market pro c e s s. Formation of electronic marke t s, for
i n s t a n c e, is already becoming reality in some industries. Solely based
on information technology, Intelligent Agents can turn into key - p l ay-
e rs in these marke t s.
Intelligent agents, markets and competition
f ig u re 14 s t ra t e g ies of ma r ket players within the Int e l l ige nt Age nt Competitio n - mo de l



















































































Stages in the Market
Process based on the
CBB-Model
Potential Effects on
CompetitionT h e re are mechanisms that influence the interaction between the
supposed functions of intelligent agents and the stages in the marke t
p ro c e s s. Here, we consider two main mechanisms:
• priorities of demand
• s t rategies of suppliers.
6 . 2 Priorities of demand
C o n s u m e rs set certain priorities in their demand for products or ser-
v i c e s. The result of this is a different individual demand for goods
and services. Also, per product they state a set of individual priori-
ties in the buying decision. This set of priorities differs from one
p roduct to the other. 
In the purchase of a good or service certain factors play an important
d e c i s i ve ro l e. Some of them are: 
• p r i c e
• s e r v i c e
• d e l i very time
• q u a l i t y
• e t c.
Intelligent Agents can meet the priorities in the buying decision to a
c o n s i d e rable extent. They can learn which priorities are important in
combination with a product. In this way, they can make an ex p e r i-
ence based profile of the individual consumer behav i o u r. Also, they
can select merchants based on given priorities. These are only two
examples of the huge possibilities to let the agent carry out tasks
a u t o n o m o u s l y, on behalf of a set of its users’ para m e t e rs.
T h e re are methods to quantitatively and qualitatively analyze the pri-
orities  of  demands.  One  example  is  the  technique  of  ‘Constra i n t
Satisfaction Problems’ (CSP). For instance, in retail marke t s, CSP tech-
niques are used to encode ‘hard constraints’ such as ‘I am not willing
to spend more than 2,000 Euro for this product’ and ‘soft constra i n t s ’
such as ‘availability is more important to me than price’1. 
A present example of how an intelligent agent could consider priori-
ties of demand is found on the website of Pe rsonalogic (see figure 15).
H e re, in search of a car, the agent is asking the customer apart fro m
‘car type’ to indicate aspects of price, size, feature s, safety, technical
aspects  and a pre f e r red manufacturer (column left).  More ove r, for
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1 R.H.  Guttman  and  P.  Ma e s,  Agent-mediated  Integrative  Negotiation  for  Retail  Electronic
C o m m e r c e, AMET ‘98, Minneapolis/St. Paul, May 1998.each of these aspects the customer is asked to indicate the importance,
so that the aspects become re l a t i ve to one another. Values can be dis-
tinguished as ‘somewhat important’ to ‘very important’. Apart fro m
the aspects mentioned above, there are questions about some aspects
such  as  fuel  economy  and  more  ‘softer’  criteria  such  as 
re l i a b i l i t y. 
6 . 3 S t rategies of suppliers
S u p p l i e rs execute different strategies to gain the customer’s attention
and sy m p a t hy, to convince them to buy their pro d u c t s. These stra t e-
gies are also developed to distinguish them from their competitors.
L o g i c a l l y, the factors on which these strategies differ are partly the
same as those of the priority-set on which the consumer decides to
p u rchase a product. These factors are the ‘marke t i n g - p ’s’ such as
p roduct,  price and promotion,  quality,  service and  delivery time.
Under the influence of information technology, factors such as cus-
tomer knowledge and customer approach (‘push’) are of incre a s i n g
importance too.
4 5
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f ig u re 15 p r io r i t ies of de ma nd recognized by Pe r s o na l o g ic
S o u rce: www. p e r s o na l o g ic. c o m .4 6
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Functionality of destination sites
An intelligent  agent  is  an  intermediary between its user  and the
s o u rces of information that meets the purpose of this use. The effec-
t i veness  of intelligent  agents  when sent  into  cy b e r - world  is  thus
dependent on para m e t e rs set by its user, but also on the information
that is provided by its destination, the sites from which it ex t racts the
information. We there f o re consider ‘destination sites’ as sites fro m
which an intelligent agent ex t racts information, in accordance with
the para m e t e rs set by its user.
It is clear that the nature of this information defines pretty much the
e f f e c t i veness of the functionality of an intelligent agent and the con-
tent it can provide its user. For instance, an intelligent agent has the
assignment to pick out the best deal out of a large supply. The intel-
ligent agent makes a distinction between para m e t e rs, such as cheap-
est price, 24 hour-service and specific qualities. If the websites of the
s u p p l i e rs it picks out to visit only briefly describe the product and
g i ve an address and a telephone number, the functionality of the
intelligent agent is rather limited. 
If howeve r, these websites give information on prices, ex t e n s i ve dis-
tinctions between product types, the opportunity to communicate
online about pro d u c t s, as well as making it possible to order or eve n
p ay online, the possibilities of the effective use of intelligent agents
a re much more ex t e n s i ve. 
S t ra t e g i e s
One might think that the degree of the functionality of destination
sites is linked with the pro g ress of the Internet use of the individual
c o m p a ny or even with the improvement of technical possibilities in
a broader sense. And that, there f o re, it is just a matter of time before
the full functionality of intelligent agents will be in effect as soon as
companies disclose their vital commercial information on the we b.
For an intelligent agent, it makes a big differe n c e, whether there is
only a brief description of products on the we b s i t e, or a full serviced
possibility to purchase the pro d u c t s. It is directly linked to the ex t e n t
to which an Intelligent Agent can search, learn, compare, negotiate,
e t c., in short: make use of its functionalities. 
But pre s u m a b l y, that is not the case. As we will see in the case-study
of the travel industry, there is a great difference in the way travel sup-
p l i e rs are putting their merchandise on the Internet. It has been the
c a s e, that large we l l - k n own tour opera t o rs put only a brief descrip-tion of their tours on their we b s i t e, whereas re l a t i vely small compa-
nies – often with specialized tours – offer the opportunity to book
o n l i n e, together with the publication of all details of every type of trip
on their we b s i t e s. Another example we have seen is that booking
online is often restricted to a certain kind of product type, such as
‘special offers ’. Also we found that some companies give detailed
information about travel, while not mentioning prices. Clearly, com-
panies have their own strategies when putting information on the
we b.
So, the way companies present their products on their website is a
critical  aspect of the extent  to the  functionality  of  the  intelligent
agent. Consequently, it is a critical aspect of the extent to which the
intelligent agent can optimize the content it delive rs to its user (see
B ox 1).
Vertical and horizontal functionality
F i g u re 16 shows a few examples of how companies use their we b-
s i t e s. Company 1 opens up the maximum information and functions:
t h e re is online product information, price information and possibili-
ties for tra n s a c t i o n s,  with or without human interface. Intelligent
agents can execute their functions to a maximum on these sites.
T h ey can search and learn from product information, compare this
information as well as price information and can negotiate the tra n s-
a c t i o n .
C o m p a ny 2 only  gives  online  product  information  while  holding
back price information and not giving the opportunity to settle tra n s-
a c t i o n s. The content of the site is limited because of providing few
4 7
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B ox 1
Strategies of suppliers: BargainBot
B a rgainBot, a fro nt - r u n ner of Barg a i n F i nde r, an int e l l ige nt age nt de v e l o p e d
by Andersen Cons u l t i ng, met with cons ide rable re s i s t a nce from supplie r s
w hen it was opera t io nal. Un l i ke Barg a i n F i nder no w, BargainBot searc hed a
limited number of sites for info r ma t ion about the cheapest pro duc t s. Whe n
o p e ra t io nal, its  impact  was  so stro ng  that suppliers ultimately re f u s e d
a dm i t t a nce to their sites. Also, the re were de s c r i p t io ns of special of f e r s
a dded to the site that were impossible to parse by BargainBot. For ins t a nc e,
p a c ka ge deals were of f e red that were impossible to recognize with simple
he u r i s t ic tools. f u n c t i o n s. We can call this a lack of vertical functionality. The func-
tionality of the intelligent agent is directly limited by this. It can only
learn, search and possibly compare. There f o re it is still a question to
what extent the information contributes to let us say a purchase deci-
sion. 
C o m p a ny 3 gives prices and transaction possibilities, but on what
information? The amount of information definitely determines the
functions of giving price information and transaction possibilities.
For instance, if prices are given only on special offers, re p re s e n t i n g
only a few percent of the merchandise of a company, an intelligent
agent is limited in maximising the content for its user. In this a case
t h e re is a lack of horizontal functionality. 
I n t e rdependence between intelligent agents and destination sites?
The more customers buy with the aid of intelligent agents, the like-
lier it becomes that suppliers of travel and the like, will improve their
online booking information and expand the functionalities on their
we b s i t e s. Pa r t l y, this will succeed only if an effective transaction sys-
tem has been introduced. Until then business models on the Internet
a re rather limited.
f ig u re 16 f u nc t io nality of de s t i na t ion sites and the effect on the func-
t io nality of Int e l l ige nt Age nt s
S o u rce: EIM, 1998.
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17 Case: trave l
7 . 1 C u r rent  developments  and  trends  in
the Dutch travel industry
Internationalisation and direct marke t i n g
The travel market is characterized by internationalisation. There are
m o re and more foreign playe rs active on the Dutch market. Also,
n ew market playe rs are entering the travel retailing, such as tour
o p e ra t o rs, banks, airliners and even supermarke t s.
A few megastores offer more or less the same products (parallel mar-
ket supply), whereas niche-markets are on the rise. In these marke t s
advice has become a vital element for the (specialized) travel and
tourist agencies. The margins are re l a t i vely poor. Pa r t l y, because of
the pre s s u re of suppliers of accommodation, transport or re c re a t i o n .
For instance, KLM has a conflict with the opera t o rs and agencies
about the marg i n s1. This could lead to more direct selling of ticke t s
to customers. There f o re, direct marketing has a great potential.
F i g u re 17 shows the distribution chain of the travel industry.
f ig u re 17 d i s t r i b u t ion chain of the travel industry 
S o u rce: EIM, 1998.
M a r ket power with the airlines, accommodators and tour opera t o rs 
In general, the market power within the distribution chain lies with
the tour opera t o rs, the accommodators and the airliners. The tour
o p e ra t o rs have great control over the retail market. Many of the larg-
er tour opera t o rs have their own network of re t a i l - o u t l e t s. Eve n t u a l l y,
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t ravel age nc ie sthe distinction between tour operator and travel agency might eve n
fade away. Nowa d ays, retail is poorly organized as a bra n c h .
High costs, while prices are on the loose
The retail travel branch is encountering hard times, as margins are
d ropping. Simultaneously, they face more and more better informed
c l i e n t s, which tempers their information-function. In addition, costs
of communication and of personnel prove to be the largest cost fac-
t o rs in the travel industry1. Since a lot of these costs are accountable
to the retail branch, tour opera t o rs will tend to cut down or eliminate
these costs. 
F i xed pricing is on the loose. Fluid pricing could cause a firm shake -
out in the industry, especially among the tour opera t o rs. The sys t e m
of publishing travel bro c h u res with (fixed) price lists twice a ye a r, is
o u t d a t e d .
Fifty percent of the travel organizations is present on the Internet with
an own we b s i t e. There are a few Internet initiatives for the industry
as a whole, such as TravelNet, TWI and TravelPlaza. The functional-
ity of the travel sites differs stro n g l y.
Communication: one of the main problems in the Dutch trave l
i n d u s t r y
C u r re n t l y, one of the main problems of the Dutch travel market seems
to be communication. That is despite of the presence of specialised
global computer re s e r vation sys t e m s, such as Amadeus and Galileo
and for the Netherlands, Travelnet. Travelnet is a videotext sys t e m
that links the retailer with the tour opera t o r. Travelnet gives a real time
s u r vey of the available capacity of transportation and accommoda-
tion, purchased by the tour opera t o r. The system is equipped with
s e a rch functions like ‘seat and bedfinder’. Galileo provides tour oper-
a t o rs and re - s e l l e rs with a real time online connection to the airlines
re s e r vation sys t e m s. The existence of such systems can become of
g reat importance for the use of intelligent agents, since it simultane-
ously gives insight into the supply of travel products and makes it pos-
sible to close a deal on those pro d u c t s2.
H oweve r, partly due the recent evolving influence of the Internet, the
p roblem of communication is becoming a major issue. In spite of the
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1 Q uote from Mr. Kof man in the TV-series ‘Onde r ne men en Int e r net’, Te l e a c / NOT, 16 No v e m b e r
1 9 9 8 .
2 See A. Schulz, ‘The role of global computer re s e r v a t ion systems in the travel industry today and
in the future’, The Journal of Electronic Marke t s, Vol. 6 No. 2, 1996, pp. 17-20, www. e l e c t ro n ic-
ma r ke t s. o rg / ne t a c a de my / p u b l ic a t io ns. ns f / a l l _ p k / 7 8 .p resence of re s e r vation systems as mentioned above, this appears to
b e, for the greater part, an organisational problem. A few aspects of
the lack of communication are: 
• long search times for the travel and tourist agencies. Often, there
is inflex i b l e, faulty service for customers (see Box 2).
• overload on the netwo r k s, both due to the congestion of the ports
of the tour operator computer systems and the poor capacity of
other systems like last-minute sys t e m s. There is widespread re c o g-
nition that IT- d evelopments in the travel industry lag behind, com-
p a red to other industries.
• T h e re is a phenomenon called the ‘accessibility sy n d rome’ of tour
o p e ra t o rs. ‘An estimated three out of four potential clients are lost
to the tourist agencies because of problems in making the actual
bookings and re s e r va t i o n s. The organized travel turnover could be
m o re than doubled1.’ These problems are caused by a lack of com-
munication and efficiency between the ‘chain-playe rs ’.
• information systems between tour opera t o rs and tourist agencies
a re poorly integrated. For instance: each tour operator has its ow n
c o d e. Just to order a bro c h u re a tourist agency must know this
code to communicate with the tour opera t o r.
7 . 2 The Internet Travel Marke t
Selling travel products in on the rise. Travel is expected to be the
l a rgest single product category sold online in Europe by the ye a r
20 02, growing from 7% in 1997 to 35% in 20 022. 
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1 Q uote from D-Reizen director Will van de Ho o gen in ‘Loslaten vaste prijzen he i kel punt, ma a r
w o rdt wel afge dw o ngen’, R e i s r e v u e, 16 September 1998.
2 D a t a mo n i t o r, 1998.
B ox 2
Long searching times
A woman goes to a tourist age ncy to book a trip to the beautiful south
coasts of Tu r ke y. She prefers to stay in an apartme nt not further than 500
meters from the beach and 2 km from a nearby pic t u resque village. She
w a nts to re nt a car for her and her hu s b a nd to go aro u nd and visit some of
t he anc ie nt historic sites, like Pa mu ka l e.
But, she has one special wish. She wants accommo da t ion with a bathro o m
with only showers and no bath. The reason for this is that her hu s b a nd has
t he first sig ns of Pa r k i nson’s disease. The re fo re it is hard for him to climb
over the edge of a bath-tub.
Next, the employee of the tourist age ncy spends three hours to find suc h
a c c o m mo da t ion, taking into account the lady’s other pre f e re nc e s, too.
An Int e l l ige nt Age nt would not have spent such a long time to find a fit-
t i ng possibility.The domestic Internet Travel Marke t
About  50%  of  the  around  6001 t ravel  organizations  in  the
Netherlands have websites on the Internet. The share of companies
with websites in this industry is there f o re re l a t i vely high; in compar-
ison, of the total amount of Dutch businesses, about 35% has a we b-
s i t e2. Re c e n t l y, organisation Elmar launched a we b s i t e, that claims to
be the biggest Dutch travel site on the Internet (see figure 18). It
s h ows many travel bro c h u res on the web and combines travel sales
with book sales. Non-travel organisations enter, like in the phys i c a l
world, the travel Internet Market (e.g. www. rabobank.nl). 
f ig u re 18 o n l i ne booking on ‘the largest travel site’ of the Ne t he r l a nd s
S o u rce: www. e l ma r. n l .
Market structure 
F i g u re 19 shows an example of the structure of the Internet trave l
m a r ket. The market structure is much like the distribution chain as
s h own in figure 14. Here, we identify four domains, the user domain,
the bro ker  domain, the service  provider  domain and the content
p rovider domain and their interre l a t i o n s. Re m a r kable is that on the
Internet trave l l e rs from the user domain contact content prov i d e rs
such as airline, car rentals and hotels dire c t l y. Such relations do not




2 NIPO Business Mo n i t o r, 3rd Quarter 1998.agent, billing security or insura n c e s. This contact remains linked to
the intermediary of the ‘bro ker domain’, the tour opera t o rs or trave l
a g e n c i e s. 
f ig u re 19 re l a t io nships between ma r ket partic i p a nts in the Int e r net tra v-
el ma r ke t
S o u rce:  FIPA  ‘97,  FIPA  Draft  Specific a t ion,  Part  4,  Pe r s o nal  Travel  As s i s t a nc e,
ht t p : / / dro go . c s e l t . i t / f i p a .
The global Internet Travel Marke t
The travel industry has a few of the wo r l d ’s most successful we b-
s i t e s. We l l - k n own are Microsoft Expedia (circa 50,000 hits a day ) ,
Travelocity and CNN Travel, to name but a few. What is most strik-
ing, is that some of the most successful and we l l - k n own sites are
ex p l o red by businesses that are not primarily active in the trave l
i n d u s t r y. This is just one indication of how ‘marketable’ travel is, 
certainly on the Internet.
7 . 3 The  Intelligent  Agent  Competition
Model in the travel industry
P r i m a r i l y,  intelligent  agents  will  have  an  impact  on  competition
t h rough the ability to orientate on the travel market more efficiently.
So, functions of search, learn and compare will affect competition.
H ow? More suppliers can be consulted, and suppliers that enter the
m a r ket  are  supposedly  getting  attention instantly,  because of  the


















hotelsIn a latter stage, negotiating and collaborating will become appro p r i-
a t e, dependent on the amount of information on, and functionality
of,  the  websites  the  agent  visits  to  orientate  for  the  pro d u c t .
Negotiating will be an issue as soon websites give opportunities to
book online; collaborating (among agents) will become appro p r i a t e
when suppliers and purc h a s e rs of travel will incorporate agents in
their market stra t e g i e s. 
Being a differentiated, ‘information-intense’ industry, the trave l
industry offers huge potential for intelligent agents
Travel is a product group that is highly differentiated, often bought
on only a set of para m e t e rs (for instance ‘sun, sea and fun’). In dif-
f e rent seasons, there are different pro d u c t s. The more differe n t i a t e d
an  industry  is,  the  more  potential  there  is  for  intelligent  agents
because the greater opportunity to execute their functionalities.
The travel industry is highly ‘information-intense’. The product is
sold solely on the basis of information, market playe rs need to be
connected with each other for information about products and the
availability of those pro d u c t s. In this environment information needs
to be of high quality, up-to-date and real time available and, may b e
most important of all, highly shared between market participants. 
In the static ve rsion of the Intelligent Agent Competition-model this
does mean that there is huge potential for intelligent agents. There
a re widespread possibilities to execute their attributed functions, in
every  stage  of  the  market  pro c e s s,  need  identification,  product 
b ro ke r y, merchant bro ke r y, negotiation, purchase and delivery and
even service and evaluation. 
The assistance during the ‘buying orientation’ can mean for the cus-
t o m e rs  that  their  opportunity  costs  will  be  reduced  considera b l y.
Intelligent  agents will search  more  effective l y,  than  humans  can.
M o re ove r, they can search more ex t e n s i ve l y. Because of this ‘better’
orientation, the travel market will become more tra n s p a rent for the
c u s t o m e r. This better tra n s p a re n cy will cause more competition and
t h e re f o re probably will lower prices. More ove r, we have already seen
that the Travel Internet Market is entered by market playe rs that are
c o n c e n t rating  on  niches,  or  are  non-travel  businesses.  Intelligent
agents will be  able  to  address  these  new  market  playe rs  on the
Internet. As we have seen in chapter 4 this increasing firm-entry in
itself will too lead to more competition and, there f o re, pre s s u re on
p r i c e s.
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a g e n t s
Cost  reduction is a matter  that  intelligent agents might have the
biggest impact on both customers and suppliers. The travel industry
in itself can reduce costs heavily through Internet, by reducing the
cost of printing bro c h u re s, re s e r vation forms, etc. Intelligent agents
can reduce time in buying orientation or search orientation for trav-
el suppliers, whereas they too can provide a travel supplier a pro f i l e
of what the particular customer wa n t s.
So, in the travel industry there is a potential for intelligent agents.
The use of intelligent agents can have an intensifying effect on com-
petition, thus putting pre s s u re on prices, making it easier for new
firms that enter to ‘make themselves heard ’. It, can also have a con-
s i d e rable effect on lowering costs, both for suppliers and customers,
for whom the opportunity costs will be lower because of more effec-
t i ve buying orientation.
7 . 3 . 1 Dynamic  approach:  consumers’  interest  in
the Travel Internet Marke t
Internet increasingly popular for booking trave l
The success of the travel sites around the world indicates that con-
s u m e rs have adopted the Internet as a medium for the orientation
and purchase of travel pro d u c t s. It proves to be worthwhile to find
b a rgains when you book travels online. Market playe rs in the content
p rovider domain can be directly approached much more easily than
in the physical world. The online travel agencies are offering on their
behalf, along with airline ticke t s, vacation packages and discounted
hotel  inve n t o r y. Some  are selling trave l - related merc h a n d i s e.  It  is
a l ready feasible that traditional physical reselling outlets are hav i n g
difficulties coping with the better informed clients. It is necessary to
reconsider their added value as their information function is being
substituted more and more by suppliers on the Internet.
7 . 3 . 2 Dynamic  approach:  supply  strategies  and
functionality of destination sites
Vertical and horizontal functionality
We consider the functionality of websites that an intelligent agent
visits to obtain useful information, the destination sites, in the sense
of how much information is stalled on the we b s i t e, how it can be




t a ken for a purc h a s e. In fact, there are two types of functionality, ve r-
tical and horizontal (see chapter 6.3). The vertical functionality is the
scale  of  information  given that  enhances true  functions,  such  as
s e a rch, orientation, learn, negotiation. The horizontal functionality
a d d resses the amount of information. That is, there might be an
ex t e n s i ve vertical functionality, but if it is applied to only one or two
items the ove rall functionality of the website for the visitor is still not
very efficient.
Vertical  functionality: a  quarter  of travel  websites offer online
booking facilities
To measure the available information of the suppliers of travel pro d-
ucts on the we b s i t e s, e.g. the functionality of the destination sites for
the intelligent agents, we identified seven options:
1 . The we b - a d d ress was not found or available (‘under construc-
t i o n ’ ) .
2 . T h e re is no online booking information and there is no direct pos-
sibility to obtain such information. Booking information is the
information that helps a customer decide in the process of pur-
chase orientation. If there is no booking information, it means that
t h e re  is  no  information  at  all  or  very  brief  information.  Fo r
i n s t a n c e, by brief information we mean just the mention of the
p roducts without giving any specifications.
3 . T h e re is a specific possibility to obtain online booking informa-
tion. For instance, there is an e-mail address or an online facility
to order travel information, such as bro c h u re s.
4 . If there is online booking  information  ava i l a b l e, it means that
t h e re is information on the specifics of (a large range of) the pro d-
uct line, these specifications enhance the contents of travel, spec-
ifications on transport, accommodation and the pro g ram, prices,
e t c.
5 . T h e re is online booking information available and a specific pos-
sibility to order more.
6 . Online booking is possible. Unless stated otherwise, this means
that there, too, ex t e n s i ve online booking information is ava i l a b l e
(otherwise it would be much less possible to book online!) and
often possibilities to order more information. Sometimes complete
b ro c h u res are available online.
7 . O t h e r, a category containing sites in which the functionality is less
c l e a r. For instance, there are sites which refer to other sites with-
out offering any information themselve s.
As stated earlier, from the 600 travel organizations that are present in
the Dutch travel market, nearly 300 have their own we b s i t e. So, halfof the travel organizations is present on the Internet. Table 1 shows
the distribution of the vertical functionality of the travel we b s i t e s.
A quarter of the companies offer online booking facilities. Nearly
o n e - t h i rd (31%) offer ex t e n s i ve online booking information, in some
cases without price information about travel whereas in one case
t h e re is price information about the flights any. Besides the informa-
tion on the we b, many companies offer possibilities to order more
information. 
In  nearly  40%  there  is no  online  booking  information  ava i l a b l e,
whether due to the fact that the company can not be reached on the
Internet (8%), or that no booking information is provided (18%), or
that booking information can be requested but not instantly prov i d-
ed on the website (13%). 
table 1 v e r t ical func t io nality of travel websites, me a s u red October 1998
fa c i l i t ie s n %
URL not fo u nd / not applic a b l e 2 2 8
no online booking info r ma t io n 5 1 1 8
o n l i ne booking info r ma t ion request (obir) 3 8 1 3
o n l i ne booking info r ma t ion available (obia ) 47 + 7a + 1b = 55 2 0
o b i r / o b ia 3 0 1 1
o n l i ne booking 64 + 2c + 2d + 4e = 72 2 5
o t he r 1 5 5
t o t a l 2 8 3 1 0 0
a . W i t hout price info r ma t io n .
b. P r ice info r ma t ion about the flig ht s.
c. O n l i ne booking + online booking info r ma t ion re q u e s t .
d. O n l i ne booking of flig hts only.
e. O n l i ne booking without hu man int e r fa c e.
S o u rc e : EIM, 1998. Based on ‘De ReisLijst’, September 1998. ht t p : / / w e b. i nt e r. n l . ne t /
u s e r s / C . D i j k ma n / t r v / re i s b u ro s. ht m l .
Tour opera t o rs and content prov i d e rs offer most opportunities for
online booking 
T h e re is a differentiation among the market playe rs when it comes to
the functionality of their sites. Tour opera t o rs and suppliers of accom-
modation, transportation or re c reation (the content provider domain)
offer most often the opportunity to book online. Re s p e c t i ve l y, 24%
and  21%  of  organisations  present  online  offer  such  facilities.
W h e reas only 14% of the tourist agencies offer online booking facil-
ities (see table 2). 
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Since there are nearly 300 Dutch travel websites counted, does it give
the customer the opportunity (or the intelligent agent on behalf of
the customer) to orientate ex t e n s i vely on the travel supply?
The answer must be a firm ‘no’. Travel organizations often do not
g i ve full access to their information. Often, only the special offers are
fully documented and specified. This is the case, although ex t e n s i ve
information on travel does exist in the Netherlands. There is one par-
ticular source that gives ex t e n s i ve descriptions of 80% of all trave l
supplied by tour opera t o rs in the Netherlands. It is called ‘To e r i s t i e k ’.
Toeristiek is a company that sell their data to the individual trave l
and tourist agencies, asking a considerable amount of money for it,
ye a r l y. There are huge re s e r ves to open up these data on the Internet.
7 . 4 Possible types of intelligent agents in
the Internet Travel Market 
F I PA’ 9 71 identifies a few types of intelligent agents that can play a sig-
nificant role in the travel industry. Each actor-agent that is invo l ve d
in the  travel  bro ke rage  service  and  identifies  its  ro l e, is defined.
These agents are of the type we selected for this study. They are
mostly mobile, interface of Internet agents. Three main types can be
i d e n t i f i e d :
• t ravel service agent
• t ravel bro ker agent
• p e rsonal travel assistant.
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table 2 o n l i ne fa c i l i t ies of differe nt types of travel sites: func t io nality of de s t i na t ion sites, in
%, me a s u red October 1998 
ma r ket players
a c c o m mo da t io n / tour opera t o r / tourist 
t ra ns p o r t a t io n / t ra f f ic age nc ie s / a ge nc y /
online fa c i l i t i e s re c re a t io n d i rect sellers tourist bure a u
URL not fo u nd / not applic a b l e 5 0 0
no online booking info r ma t io n 1 3 3 0 2 9
o n l i ne booking info r ma t ion request (obir) 2 4 1 6 7
o n l i ne booking info r ma t ion available (obia ) 2 1 1 6 2 9
o b i r / o b ia 1 1 1 0 7
o n l i ne booking 2 1 2 4 1 4
o t he r 5 4 1 4
t o t a l 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
S o u rce: EIM, 1998.
1 F I PA  Draft  Specific a t ion,  Part  4,  Pe r s o nal  Travel  As s i s t a nt,  FIPA,  1997.ht t p : / /
dro go . c s e l t . i t / f i p a .Travel Service Ag e n t
These service agents are responsible for attachment to the data of
their domain. The scope of each domain is arbitra r y, but each such
agent would tend to specialise in global flight plans and hotel arra n g e-
ments or local hotel, car, and re s t a u rant information. Other services
might specialise in tourism or re s t a u ra n t s, for exa m p l e, but globally.
In either case, providing such ‘soft’ added value about museums,
theme parks, and special eve n t s / o f f e rs should be a strong part of
agent co-operation to build a more complete travel plan for the user. 
In all cases, this agent type is responsible for maintaining the data
a c c e s s,  interpretation  and  delivery  to  other  agents.  Such  agents
would typically use search services, too, in order to keep themselve s
up to date or to provide integrated / agentized search within the a
t ravel  domain  to  other  agents.  Any such  agent  service  might be
implemented as a ‘wrapper’ around legacy databases or WWW page
content. New services can be directly agentized, but this distinction
is tra n s p a rent to other agents. 
Travel Bro ker Ag e n t
This agent is responsible for locating and contracting with Trave l
Service Ag e n t s. It can obtain the travel options from seve ral services,
filter and select from the alternative s, and legally close a contract and
t ravel documents based on a final selection. It can schedule and
i n c rementally reschedule the entire travel plan across seve ral service
types (flight, train, hotel, special events). 
This agent type provides its service to any ‘anonymous’ user. In other
wo rd s, its service connection with the user is only for the life of the
super transaction; it does not serve as the personal agent to any one
user and does not keep any persistent information about particular
u s e rs, aside from its own auditing/logging needs. 
Pe rsonal Travel Assistant
This agent acts on behalf of a user. It is legally authorised to act on
behalf of the user, to the level allowed by the user. While conceptu-
ally seen as one personal assistant for each user, the implementation
should be assumed to use a multi-user, server-based design. This
agent type has many similarities to a Pe rsonal Assistant and might
simply be a ‘cast’ of it. This agent is responsible for re m e m b e r i n g
and following the user’s instructions and learning the user’s pre f e r-
ences based on choices or feedback after the trip. Appendix 4 shows
the agent-pilot, the Pe rsonal Travel Assistant (PTA). 
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e l a b o rated. For instance, the Travel Bro ker might maintain some of
the users’ personal information, such as simple travel pre f e re n c e s
(airline seating, smoking or not). Also, value-added service can be
p rovided by many different arra n g e m e n t s. For instance, the commu-
nication of the Mini Travel Assistant into the network-based agents
can be varied. Does the user/MiniPTA contact the Bro ker directly on
the road or always go through the PTA? Can the user contact the
B ro ker directly? Is the Pe rsonal Travel Assistant really a sub-function
of a Pe rsonal Assistant (like a personal secretary)? 
Entry of new playe rs
As indicated briefly in the short description of the global Internet
t ravel market, travel is re l a t i vely easy to market. Logically, it does not
need storage and is sold by all means of providing information. In
the physical world this has already lead to banks, insurance compa-
n i e s, transportation companies, and the like selling trave l .
As a product that is solely purchased on information, the Internet
seems  a  perfect  medium  to  market  a  product  such  as  trave l .
M o re ove r, because the Internet provides techniques that makes it
much more easy to find the right information on a subject at short
notice and too, more information on a subject, the Internet might
h ave considerable competitive advantages compared, for instance,
with the physical reselling suppliers. 
7 . 5 Towa rds electronic marketplaces with-
in the travel industry?
As stated earlier, at present, in models in which the effectiveness of
Intelligent Agents is maximized, an electronic marketplace forms a
vital platform for business. There f o re, to indicate the potencies of
Intelligent Agents in the travel industry, it is important to look at the
possibilities of forming of electronic marketplaces in the travel indus-
t r y.
An example of an existing platform on the Dutch Internet Travel 
m a r ket is TravelPlaza. (see figure 20 ) .
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Ontologies  are needed to  serve as  a  medium of  common  under-
standing  among  the  collaborating  agents.  The  Travel  Ontology
should be defined precisely and consistently to ensure an unam-
biguous interaction model between the disparate agents. More specif-
i c a l l y, it is a significant part of the protocol that collaborating agents
necessarily communicate the same terms or vocabularies to mean
the same concepts or ideas for the same context. There are alre a d y
s eve ral methods for building ontologies and languages to ex p re s s
them (Prolog, L-Lilog, Ontolingua, Loom, Back+ +, etc.). Howeve r,
t h e re is not a we l l - k n own ontology built for trave l .
The Travel Ontology does not exist independently, neither is it self-
sufficient to re p resent the PTA. Separation and cross re f e rences to
other Ontologies are necessary as indicated in figure 21 .
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1 This section on ont o l o g ies is derived from FIPA Draft Specific a t ion, Part 4, Pe r s o nal Tra v e l
As s i s t a nt, FIPA, 1997.ht t p : / / dro go . c s e l t . i t / f i p a .
f ig u re 20 an electro n ic ma r ketplace in the Dutch Int e r net Travel ma r ke t
S o u rce: www. t ra v e l p l a z a . n l .f ig u re 21 p o t e nt ial ont o l o g ies for travel and associated do ma i ns
S o u rce:  FIPA  Draft  Specific a t ion,  Part  4,  Pe r s o nal  Travel  As s i s t a nt,  FIPA ,
1 9 9 7 . ht t p : / / dro go . c s e l t . i t / f i p a .
As FIPA moves to support ontology definition and publication, these
various ontologies will in fact become better separated. But, because
the development and publication of ontologies per se is still evo l v i n g ,
the PTA Ontology will be defined here. For other possible re l a t i o n-
ships to Travel, consider the other application specifications in FIPA
1997 Parts Five to Seven. For instance, the Entertainment domain is
applicable  for re f e rencing video travelogues  as a  special case  for
v i d e o - o n - d e m a n d .
N o n - F I PA standards such as for Geographic Data Files will be re f e r-
enced whenever they exist. Of cours e, primitive types such as Time,
String, and numerical formats such as Double are specified by ISO
s t a n d a rd s. Other ISO standards such as for Language and Country
codes are also mentioned as normative.
The PTA Ontology re f e renced below is merely a starting point for the
f u t u re. Its primary purpose is to help the inter-operability of early
field trials of this application. These field trials will become the true
d r i ve rs  of  the  ontology.  For  instance,  electronic  commerce  (the
Banking domain) is currently ignored in the following definitions but
is re q u i red for real transactions in Trave l .
Fu t u re deve l o p m e n t s1
‘ M i g rating’ Agent to Guide Travelling Users
Mobile end-users are a major driver towa rd mobile agent technolo-
g y. Agent mobility continues to be controve rsial, but the applications
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E n t e r t a i n m e n t
G e o g ra p hy
Av i a t i o n
To u r i s m
Tra ve l
B a n k i n g
1 This section on future de v e l o p me nts is derived from FIPA Draft Specific a t ion, Part 4, Pe r s o na l
Travel As s i s t a nt, FIPA, 1997.ht t p : / / dro go . c s e l t . i t / f i p a .to PTA as a natural abstraction for this application design seem clear.
Mobility has been mentioned throughout this document, but for the
f u t u re, the following scenarios are useful for further considera t i o n .
• Mobility of the agent in a network: travel planning
The traveller is based in Germany and organises a business trip to
Ko rea and Japan. The costs of communications and their bandwidth
h ave to be minimised, long-distance calls should be avoided. While
in Germany, the PTA checks for flight facilities. Then it moves into
the Ko rean domain containing the information on local arra n g e m e n t s
as well as entertainment facilities. The organisation of the meetings
with the partners requests the use of negotiations to find the best
schedules for eve r y b o d y.  In  case of drastic  time constraints such
negotiations re q u i re considerable effort. The hotel re s e r vation may
be made by an auction to find the best conditions. Thanks to its
a u t o n o my, the PTA ove rcomes all the problems and collects only the
re q u i red  information according  to the flight-schedule possibilities.
For exa m p l e, it will provide the list of concerts, expositions and other
events the traveller may attend during the stay. It moves to Japan to
carry out the same work and to finalise the trip possibilities. Finally
the PTA returns to Germany with the schedules of the meetings,
entertainment, hotel and car re s e r va t i o n s, etc.
This scenario shows benefits for the traveller – in terms of quality of
planning and lower travelling costs, the PTA service provider brings
high added va l u e, can bill the client, the services in Ko rea and Japan
– new and convenient media. 
In particular the mobility of the agents provides shorter re s p o n s e
t i m e s, minimises the cost of the transmissions and lowe rs the pass-
ing band requested by the application.
• Mobility of the traveller: travel monitoring
The traveller packs the miniPTA in his/her luggage to be able to con-
nect to his/her virtual office environment in a tra n s p a rent manner,
e.g. the e-mail, the ongoing work, the Internet. The agent migra t i o n
reduces the connection costs by moving some agents in fixed net-
work, to gain efficiency and reduce bandwidth.
Another function of the mobile miniPTA is to monitor the pro g ress of
the travel. While staying in Ko rea a typhoon hits the country and our
t rave l l e r ’s flight is cancelled. As such, our traveller will spend one
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1 This section on future de v e l o p me nts is derived from FIPA Draft Specific a t ion, Part 4, Pe r s o na l
Travel As s i s t a nt, FIPA, 1997.ht t p : / / dro go . c s e l t . i t / f i p a .ex t ra day in Ko rea, but has to reschedule his/her meetings in Japan.
The miniPTA  will  provide  access  to  the  requested data,  pro p o s e
rescheduling for the journey, the meetings, contact the Japanese part-
n e rs, inquire about entertainment possibilities in Ko rea and finally
inform the German colleagues and family of our traveller of the new
t ravel arra n g e m e n t s.
In  this  case,  the  miniPTA  has  to  access  the  local  entertainment
re s o u rces in Ko rea, but needs some agent mobility to minimise the
connection costs to Japan and Germany. 
• Mobility of the traveller: travel monitoring via UMTS
The  mobile  telecommunication  world  permits  accessing  any b o d y
a ny w h e re at any time. As such, the service offered by the UMTS
m i n i P TA is greatly enhanced. By taking our earlier exa m p l e, the user
gets the weather forecast as soon as it is published. The miniPTA
m ay reschedule the trip in time to finish business in Ko rea before the
a r r i val of the typhoon. In such a case the traveller benefits of the full
f rom the pro-activity of the agent approach and anticipates the pro b-
l e m s.
In  addition  to  the  mobility  issues  already  mentioned,  the  UMTS
m i n i P TA may need to move their agents into the fixed infra s t r u c t u re s
when aiming to reach high computer re s o u rces that cannot be inte-
g rated into  the UMTS miniPTA  today, as  energy  consumption  or
weight constraints are ex t remely critical design para m e t e rs for such




8 . 1 I n t ro d u c t i o n
Online successes demand new visions
Twenty million American and Canadian consumers, almost a quarter
of the consumers who are currently connected to the Internet, appear
to have made an online purchase in the first six month of 1998. In
this re s e a rch, books we re the most popular item, followed by com-
puter hard wa re and computer softwa re. 5.6 million people purc h a s e d
books online, re p resenting an increase of 3.3 million people com-
p a red to 19971. 
Book publishers we re surprised by the phenomenal success of book-
s e l l e rs on Internet. Amazon captured a market that was there for the
taking. High-street bookstores have been trying to win it back, eve r
s i n c e. Amazon is now one of the most successful online businesses,
and its brand-name has become a ‘household-name’ in the US. 
B o o k s e l l e rs and book publishers we re forced to think about their
s t ra t e g i e s. The initial strategy of the wo r l d ’s biggest book publisher
Bertelsmann had been to launch BooksOnline, its own online book-
s t o re. At the same time, in a bid to challenge amazon.com’s position
as the leading Internet bookseller, Bertelsmann invested 200 million
dollar  for  a  50  percent  stake  in  barnesandnoble.com.  The  new
a p p roach of the German multinational will split its attack on the
Amazon  market  in  two.  BooksOnline  will  be  targeted  at  the
E u ropean  book  market  while  barnesandnoble.com  will target the
North  American  market.  By  20 03,  Internet  sales  are  expected  to
account for 15 percent of the ove rall book tra d e2.
H oweve r, the forecasts differ ex t e n s i vely and not every analyst is so
optimistic about the development of online tra d e. In a survey article
in The Economist it was argued that optimists think online book
sales will reach 8% of the market by 2000, while ‘pessimists re c ko n
t h e re will be a bloody battle for just the bottom 1-2%’. The book mar-
ket is ‘no longer a one-horse race now that America’s two larg e s t
b o o k s e l l e rs, Barnes & Noble and Bord e rs, have gone online, along
Intelligent agents, markets and competition
1 S o u rce: NUA Int e r net Surveys: Nielsen Me d ia Research: Online Purc h a s i ng Doubles. The find-
i ngs are based on a telepho ne survey of 5,000 ra ndomly selected online cons u mers conduc t-
ed in June 1998.
2 S o u rce: NUA Int e r net Surveys: Wired: Book Publishers Ta ke On Amazon. October 7, 1998.with such international competitors as Britain’s Internet Bookshop
and a host of smaller outfits’1. 
The Dutch Internet Book Market: standing up to foreign thre a t
In the Netherlands, there is a very high density of bookshops and one
can find shops in almost every shopping center. Two thirds of the
b o o k s e l l e rs  have  been  organised  in  the  Dutch  Booksellers
O rganisation. It has 750 members with 1,062 shops. The members
c o l l a b o rate with a website named Boeknet. Consumers can ord e r
books through Boeknet. Books are shipped to the home addre s s e s,
or distributed to the bookstore s. About 60 members also have their
own we b s i t e. Also, there is large number of non-members which
h ave their own we b s i t e s. The larger scientific booksellers are awa re
of the menace of large online booksellers, such as Amazon. At the
latest Buchmesse American book publishers told Dutch booksellers
that  Dutch  consumers  are  currently  shopping  online  books  on
American we b s i t e s. For this reason four larger scientific booksellers
a re starting in January 1999 with a new online store boekve r ko -
p e rs.com. 
T h e re are a lot of online and offline options for consumers. One of
t h e questions we will pose in this case is whether more and more
u s e rs will buy by navigation to portals, saying ‘I am a customer of
Amazon’, or ‘I am a user of a certain agent to find the cheapest book
prices for me’. Some options of what might happen in relation to this
question are wo r ked out in the next sections.
8 . 2 The Dutch book industry
T h e re are 3,099 re g i s t e red sales rooms of books in the Netherlands.
About 1,500 are official booksellers. Most of the sales rooms of books
a re found in the most urbanized and populated provinces of the
c o u n t r y. About 70% of the official booksellers are part of commerc i a l
c o o p e rations  (franchise  and  purchase- and selling org a n i z a t i o n s ) .
The same percentage is also located in central shopping centers. In
the book- (and magazine) sector more than 6,000 persons find a job.
The  ave rage  turnover  of  full-time  employees  is  293,500  Dutch
G u i l d e rs per employee (purchase tax not included).
In 1996 the Dutch booksellers sold 904 million Dutch Guilders wo r t h
of general books to consumers. Eight hundred and eighty-five million
Dutch Guilders are spent on educational and scientific books. 
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C o n s u m e rs are buying books through different channels. Booksellers
a re the most important channel. In 1997 their market share for gen-
e ral books was about 66%. Books are also purchased through store s,
book clubs, supermarke t s, museum shops, etc. 
74% of the adult population enjoy books. Fifty percent read eve r y
week and one fifth reads nearly every day. People also need books
for other activities than reading, for instance for study or for fre e -
time  activities.  Half  of  the  population  seems  to  buy  books  on
i m p u l s e, especially when they are tempted in bookshops. Fre q u e n t
b u ye rs seem to appreciate adve r t i s e m e n t s, because they draw atten-
tion to newly published books.
The price of books is fixed in the Netherlands. National systems for
price fixing are in conflict with the idea of free competition in the
E u ropean Union. Based on the Treaty of Maastricht concerning with
the strength of cultural considera t i o n s, books however have been
excluded from this regulation. The reason is that fixed pricing secure s
w r i t e rs a decent income. More ove r, it ensures a pluriformity of sup-
p l y. The fixed pricing of books is guaranteed until 20 05 .
In the Dutch book sector about 70% of the booksellers participate in
c o m m e rcial  org a n i z a t i o n s.  For  instance,  Bruna  has  315  fra n c h i s e
s h o p s, Blz 118 and Libris 104. The Dutch entertainment company
Free Re c o rd Shop sold books at a high discounts in 1997. After a
recent court case, the merchant was forbidden to sell books under
the fixed price, guaranteed until 20 05 .
M a r keting by Dutch booksellers
Dutch bookshops promote all the marketing aspects except prices.
Prices are excluded because of them being fixed. The following mar-
keting factors are invo l ve d :
• a book is available within 48 hours in a bookshop
• the service of book specialists
• the presentation of books in the shops.
Ta xe s
The fact that the Dutch economy is open and that government is not
able to control and tax every imported book (and CD), plays a ro l e
in the working of the (electronic) market. Receiving a book fro m
Amazon within 2 to 12 weeks costs $ 5.95 for the shipping. For two
books it is $ 7.90. A Dutch online buyer will bear in mind that thecustomer does not have to pay 6% BT W- t a xe s1 on these shipments.
T h e re f o re, the Dutch Booksellers’ Organisation considers the BT W-
tax to be a big problem and an obstacle to fair competition. 
8 . 3 C u r rent developments and tre n d s
The rise of online bookstore s
Shop.de  is  a  portal  for  456  German  booksellers  and  publishers.
Worldshopping.com  (US)  is  a  transfer  to  74  online  bookshops.
Neither sites act as virtual bookshops, where a customer can shop
for books. This is possible on the site of prox i s.be (Belgium), an
online book- and musicshop. The site became operational in October
‘97. It has a database of 2,3 million books and 300,000 CDs, which
contains  almost  all  existing  Dutch,  French  and  English  re l e a s e s.
Ac c o rding to the virtual company the competitive advantages vs. tra-
ditional bookstores is the possibility to buy books and CDs at the
l owest prices, with discounts up to 35%. In comparison with Anglo-
S a xon  Internet  store s,  Proxis  offers  lower  transport  costs  on  the
E u ropean continent and a better focus on European languages and
c u l t u ral differe n c e s2. 
In the Netherlands there is a development of collaboration betwe e n
companies  in  the same sector  on the  Internet.  Boeknet.nl  is  the
biggest Internet bookstore in the Netherlands. The site offers 130 , 0 0 0
t i t l e s, information about books and facilities for electronic tra n s a c-
t i o n s. The investment was about 2 million Dutch Guilders and the
revenues  in  1998  are  estimated  at  3  million  to  4  million  Dutch
G u i l d e rs. Boeknet started in 1996 en uses five serve rs, while pub-
l i s h e rs and marke t e e rs are distributing information from 90 serve rs.
Some 4,000 users visit the site every day. Boeknet expects to get 6 to
7 million visitors in 20 01. The website is developing towa rds a por-
tal and has different contacts with papers and the Medianet (VNU).
N ext year it will be possible to download the text of books for use in
portable electronic books. Another development is the intro d u c t i o n
of Internet computers in bookshops. Customers can use these com-
p u t e rs to search for publications.
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1 BTW = Value Added Ta xe s.
2 S o u rce: www. p rox i s.be The ‘NV PROX IS INTERNAT IO N A L’ is  an ent re p re ne u r ial partne r s h i p
e s t a b l i s hed in coopera t ion with 2 vent u re capital fund s. Its purpose is to open an ent e r-
t a i n me nt store on the Int e r net, initially fo c u s i ng on the European ma r ket and gra dua l l y
ex p a nd i ng in terms of ge o g ra p h ical covera ge.C u r rent agent-like applications1 in the book industry
A new kind of softwa re application has appeared based on a sy n t h e-
sis of ideas from artificial intelligence, human-computer intera c t i o n
and electronic tra n s a c t i o n s. These ‘agents’ can be used to help medi-
ate electronic commerce activities. 
Visiting an online bookshop, a surfer has two ways of searching the
d a t a b a s e :
1 . the browsing method: by starting at a category, one can drill dow n
to a sub-category and then to a sub-sub category;
2 . the search engine: one can find the desired book within a few sec-
onds if the user knows the name of the author, the title of the
book, the ISBN or the publisher.
H owever it is also possible to use an agent to search for information
on the Internet about books, comparing bargains and composing the
s u p p l y. Only a few agents are able to meet the purpose of users and
find enough destination sites to compose a good supply.
Internet is a gigantic copying machine
C o pyrighted works can be digitised and, once put on the Internet (or
on any particular off-line medium), copying is almost effortless, cost-
l e s s,  widespread  and  immediate.  Technological  mechanisms  are




An example of an online bookstore: www. v a n s t o c k u m . n l
Van Stockum is a small enterprise with two bookstores in the Hague and
L e iden and a website. The idea is not to sell large amo u nts of books online
but to pro mote the specia l i s a t ion of books about Indo ne s ia and che s s. The
ma na ge me nt cons iders Int e r net as a new channel and not as a re p l a c e me nt
of the old one. Until now investme nts in e-comme rce have not been prof-
i t a b l e. The idea is that if online sho p p i ng does indeed become int e re s t i ng
in the future the company will be pre s e nt. Until now Int e r net is not user-
f r ie ndly and an obstacle for further de v e l o p me nt accord i ng to the ma na ge-
me nt. 
1 With EU support re s e a rc hers are de v e l o p i ng an int e l l ige nt Sales As s i s t a nt. The projects are
part of the Fourth Fra mework Pro g ra m me (FP4) of Research and techno l o g ical Developme nt
(1994-1998). The WEBSELL project is based on state-of - t he art Case-Based Reasoning (CBR)
t e c h nology and aims at building a Toolkit for Int e l l ige nt Sales As s i s t a nts to support the cus-
t o me r. The EP 27068 project achie v e me nts will inc l ude an Int e l l ige nt Sales server, a To o l k i t
for Int e l l ige nt Sales As s i s t a nt and na v ig a t ion tools on the clie nt side. Combining these pro d-
ucts re p re s e nts a very sig n i f ic a nt advance in the curre nt state-of - t he-art for Int e r net sales
support, unique on the ma r ket. Source: Ac c e l e ra t i ng Electro n ic Comme rce in Euro p e. Pro j e c t s
a nd Ac t io ns.digital copyrighted information. The dive rsity of the legal enviro n-
ments makes it difficult, if not impossible, to implement such appli-
cations at a global level and even within the Member States of the
E u ropean Union1. 
When copyrighted works are digitised and supplied on Internet it
will be rather easy for agents to find the requested wo r k s. As far as
we can see no attention is paid to agents in the Copyright Tre a t y.
Ac c o rding to the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
intellectual property issues are of central importance in maintaining
a stable environment for the development of electronic commerc e.
Intellectual property both affects and is affected by electronic com-
m e rce in a multitude of ways. 
Intellectual property comprises two main branches: industrial pro p -
e r t y, and c o p y r i g h t, chiefly in litera r y, musical, artistic, photogra p h i c
and audio-visual work. The WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) was con-
cluded in Geneva on December 20, 1996. 
As to the rights of authors, the Treaty deals with the right of distrib-
ution, the right of rental, and the right  of communication to the 
public (see appendix 5). 
Some mechanisms have been developed and implemented to preve n t
the  unauthorised  use  of  digital  copyrighted  information.  In  the
United  States  the  Campus  bookshops  work  with  publishing  on
demand. Online-re c e i ved articles are printed on demand from a stu-
dent or a teacher. Copiers can produce books of the printed materi-
al. With so-called ‘Digital Object Identifiers’, each title of a book has
a different (ISBN-)number. In this way the rights can be claimed. 
E l e c t ronic books
The industry is working hard on the development and intro d u c t i o n
of portable electronic books. These books can be loaded with articles
and books re c e i ved from Internet and also with management re p o r t s.
The user can choose what he or she wants to read on a train or
p l a n e.
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Model in the book industry
8 . 4 . 1 S t rategies of consumers
Buying books online more convenient, in less time 
Internet is a new and additional distribution channel and it has to
compete  with  other  channels  with  re g a rd  to  time  and  costs.
P re s u m a b l y,  consumers  change  their  behaviour  only  when  they
expect benefits from doing so. Important factors are :
• p r i c e
• q u a l i t y
• security: minimization of risk or acceptable risk
• optimization of time
• c o n venience (home-shopping, 24 hours a day ) .
The Internet use is judged on these factors. Convenience and opti-
mization of time are important factors when consumers are deciding
to buy books online1. What could be the role of search engines and
agents? 
One potential effect of the use of intelligent agents by consumers, is
that it is possible to consult more suppliers. But it is like l y, that con-
s u m e rs often will not search for books with the aid of engines. They
enter the web directly through portals. If that is the case, exc l u s i ve
deals between the portal sites and the book suppliers will determine
what the consumer will be offered. Exc l u s i ve deals between portals
and  booksellers  are  possible  and  may be continued  for  the  time
being, because of the following factors :
• C o n s u m e rs can not find their way in the Internet marketplace and
a re selecting sites through search machines.
• C o n s u m e rs  do  not  know  that  these  portals  are  not  objective
s e a rch engines.
• C o n s u m e rs can not find small online and lesser known stores that
could be cheaper than Amazon or Barnes and Nobles.
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1 T he inc re a s i ng concern about privacy is the do w ns ide of visiting websites. It is int e re s t i ng to
k now what role age nts have in the info r ma t ion tra nsfer between cons u mers and me rc h a nt s.
B u s i ness Week about the privacy problem: ‘Some sites step over the fine line between being
p e r s o nal and being no s y. To build customer prof i l e s, Web me rc h a nts often try to track do w n
details about users they may not be pre p a red to share. Collaborative filtering compares cus-
t o mers’ purchase history and stated pre f e re nces with those of other buyers to de t e r m i ne what
t hey are likely to buy next. Ano t her ma t c h i ng technique is neural networks: sets of pro g ra ms
a nd data that mimic the hu man brain to recognize hidden patterns in complex data, such as
c o r re l a t io ns  between  buyers  of  seemingly  unrelated  pro duc t s ’.  Source:  Business  We e k ,
5 / 1 0 / 1 9 9 8 .S e a rching for a book via portals is limited by exc l u s i ve supply
What are the results of our web re s e a rch in the book sector? We have
started our re s e a rch with the we l l - k n own search engines (portals,
t o d ay). The analyzed portals appear to let consumers search on only
o n e, or sometimes two booksellers. The following exc l u s i ve connec-
tions are found (see table 3).
table 3 links between portals / search eng i ne and booksho p s
portals / search eng i ne s b o o k s ho p s
Ya ho o ! a ma z o n . c o m
A me r ican Online (AO L ) a ma z o n . c o m
L y c o s b a r ne s a nd no b l e s. c o m
E xc i t e a ma z o n . c o m
Ne t s c a p e / s ho p a ma z o n . c o m
G e o c i t ie s / ma r ke t p l a c e a ma z o n . c o m
S o u rce: EIM, 1998.
These links show us that the idea of a robotic market is far and away.
Internet pioneers believe that the ‘core values’ of the Internet have
been undermined by the corporate sector’s interest and by corpora t e
d o m i n a n c e.  Because it appears that the  bookseller who  pays the
highest fees, gets an exc l u s i ve position on the site of portals. Amazon
is believed to spend millions of dollars on content and ads in re t u r n .
The table shows the dominance of amazon.com on these portal sites.
The first results of our re s e a rch demonstrate that portals are hosting
only one bookseller because of the exc l u s i ve deals. Visiting portals is
the easiest way for consumers to navigate on the Internet. Howeve r,
c o n s u m e rs who want to do some comparison shopping first can save
m o n ey.
S e a rching for the best price: ‘shopping sites’ provide price com-
p a r i s o n s
We have found other engines that are not only able to find books but
also to compare the different offers. Via S n a p – Shopping: Books we
h ave found that there are seve ral search and shopping agents that are
specialised in finding books. The search service of Snap gave the fol-
l owing sites: Ac s e s, AnyBook International, Asworth Books, Au l d -
books Bibliophile Bookshelf, Avonlea Books, Inc. and Bookfinder. 
BookFinder  ( f i g u re  22)  searched for  the  book  Competing  for  the
Fu t u re  of  Hamel and Prahalad  on  the  sites  of  Amazon, Powe l l ’s
B o o k s, Bibliocity and Ad vanced Book Exc h a n g e. This Canadian site




f ig u re 22 t he possibility of comparing prices at www. b o o k f i nde r. c o m
S o u rce: www. b o o k f i nde r. c o m .
f ig u re 23 w w w. b e s t b o o k b u y s. c o m
S o u rce: www. b e s t b o o k s b u y s. c o m .
Via E - b l a s t – Encyclopaedia Britannica’s Internet Guide – we not
only got the names of search engines but also a performance indica-
tion of the quality of the engine. Acses has three stars (exc e l l e n t ) ,
Bottom Dollar one and Best Book Buys did not re c e i ve a star. 
At bestbookbuys.com (figure 23), we searched for the best-seller A
Man in Full of Tom Wo l f e. This was the result on 10 December 1998. A re m a r kable item we discove red wa s, that Best Book Buys gave us
another set of prices in the initial re s e a rch on 19 November 1998
than in the second re s e a rch on 10 December. That made us pose the
question: ‘A re prices changing that ra p i d l y ? ’
The next engine we visited was Bottom Dollar (figure 24). On the
home page one can find special offers, for instance for the on-the-go
business user who wants some organization. We decided not to buy
this palm pilot but to find the best deal for Tom Wo l f e ’s best-seller.
With the shopping agent technology we got the following results on
10 December.
f ig u re 24 result of a book search on search eng i ne Bottom Dollar
S o u rce: www. b o t t o mdo l l a r. c o m .
Acses: an advanced, independent and agent-like BookFinder
Acses is a bookfinder and comparison shopper (figure 25). Ac s e s
s aves money and time by automatically visiting multiple stores and
c o m p a res their prices and services. This way Acses gives a marke t
ove r v i ew to the customer. The book catalogue of Acses has English
books only. All pricing-information comes directly from the online
s h o p s. Currently Acses checks out over 25 stores with more than
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important online shops on the Internet. Acses is different from clas-
sic search engines, because it checks prices, ava i l a b i l i t y, plain ship-
ping time and shipping costs for one or more books in different store s
instead of listing just book suppliers. Acses does not own a store or
book wa re h o u s e, but provides surfers with price and service infor-
mation and guides them to the bookstore that will serve them best.
C u s t o m e rs use Acses by entering the title, the author, a key wo rd or
the ISBN on the ‘Standaard’ Search page, browsing through the titles
and selecting one of the appearing books to proceed to a detailed
book view. Then a user has to select his location, the pre f e r red cur-
re n cy and a search time limit and to start the price comparison by
clicking on ‘Check prices’. After 20 seconds the user gets the list of
all offers. The user then has to select one of the offers to proceed to
the re s p e c t i ve store where he can order the book.
Acses does indeed seem to be an excellent bookfinder because it
ranks on price and shipping costs.
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f ig u re 25 results of a search on books at Ac s e s
S o u rce: www. a c s e s. c o m .8 . 4 . 2 S t rategies of suppliers
‘A shopping mall’ was the first notion that sprung to mind when peo-
ple started to think about electronic commerce on the Internet. It wa s
assumed that the most obvious advantages of online shops would be
that their costs would be lower and that they would be less con-
s t rained  for  space  than  their  physical  counterparts.  Ac c o rding  to
Activmedia,  a  New  Hampshire  consultancy,  less  than  a  third  of
online  marke t e e rs  are  actually  making  money  out  of  it.  The
Economist explained: ‘The reason is that most of their offerings are
distinctly unimpre s s i ve. Even big mail-order re t a i l e rs such as J.C.
Pe n n ey and J. Crew offer only a small fraction of their print catalogue
o n l i n e. Those items are hard to find, slow to download, and hard to
see on-screen. Where are the innova t i ve marketing techniques, har-
nessing both the power of the Web and the legendary ‘data wa re-
houses’ of these consumer giants?’ Still being developed, appare n t l y :
‘building an online shopping site that is attra c t i ve to buye rs take s
longer and costs more than most of them had re c ko n e d ’1. Besides,
s t rategies have to be invented for doing virtual business. Building
online brands is one such a stra t e g y.
L ower costs and scale-benefits on an early marke t
With re f e rence to figure 9 we here discuss some aspects of competi-
tion in the Internet book industry. Bookshops on the Internet are pro-
moting the prices of books, their services and delivery time. Prices
and  delivery  time  are important  factors  in competing  with  other
online shops. Service is given by neutral book rev i ews, customer
testimonials and multiple best-seller lists. The online bookstore is
a l ways open (24 hours a day) and one can shop from one’s chair. So
‘ c o n venience’ is another major marketing tool. 
C o s t s
An Internet bookshop can create cost efficiencies. Cost efficiency is
one of the major competition aspects of the new electronic marke t ,
when  compared  to  the  traditional  market.  Because of  lower  re a l
e s t a t e, stock, personnel and marketing costs the bookstore margin of
about 35%  can  be  decreased.  In  a valuation  report by  Deutsche
M o rgan Grenfell the following differences are ex p e c t e d .
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1 SURVEY ELECTRONIC COMMERCE: Tremble everyone. The Economist.table 4 d i f f e re nces in business fig u res between land-based and Int e r ne t
b o o k s ho p
l a nd-based sho p I nt e r net booksho p
O c c u p a ncy costs (% of sales) 1 2 % 4 %
Sales per opera t i ng employee $ 3.6 mio $ 10 mio
I n v e ntory turns 3-4 time s 50-60 time s
S o u rce: Pre s e nt a t ion Prox i s, 27 November 1998, IBM Open Systems Cent re, Zo e t e r me e r.
The Belgium bookshop prox i s.com states that with these efficiencies
it would be possible on a longer term to sell books at 32% cheaper.
C u r re n t l y, www. p rox i s.com is giving 25% discount. Additional dis-
counts will depend on how fast Proxis can enforce its powe r - re l a-
tionships  with  publishers  and  distributors.  The  management  of
P roxis concludes that the ‘unlimited nature of the Internet will be the
foundation for ‘friction-free capitalism’, where more efficient pricing
will emerge due to larger numbers of buye rs and sellers together in
a single marke t ’1.
Scale: a renewed aspect of competition? 
In the traditional economy, companies change the market by engag-
ing in merg e rs and acquisitions. In the ‘electronic economy’ there
a p p e a rs to be no need for that. Online book companies have millions
of titles in their databases. Together with the electronic communica-
tion they have created a global market. The Belgium bookshop Prox i s
carries 2.6 million titles in its database. Virtually all popular Dutch,
English and French books, that exist in the world, they have  ‘in
s t o re ’. The scale of ‘reach’ for companies to supply their goods is
e n l a rged dra s t i c a l l y. Consequently, consumers have 400 times more
choice than in the ave rage traditional bookshop to find the book he
or she is looking for (see table 5).
table 5 s e l e c t ion of book between tra d i t io nal bookstore and Prox i s
number of books
t ra d i t io nal bookstore 5 , 0 0 0
w w w. p rox i s. c o m 2 , 6 0 0 , 0 0 0
S o u rce: Pre s e nt a t ion Prox i s, 27 November 1998, IBM Open Systems Cent re, Zo e t e r me e r.
Another scale-effect is the possibility of e-commerce to communicate
with thousands of consumers around the world. One-to-one marke t-
ing  and  interaction  will  generate  global  customer  loya l t y.
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1 w w w. p rox i s.com – Int e r net book- and CD-store.Multinational companies as Coca cola needed almost a century to
reach world wide loyalty while new companies on the world wide
web do this in a few ye a rs.
Early markets
The Internet economy is very dynamic. In a short time a lot of firms
h ave entered the electronic market. The moment of entry and cre a t-
ing favo u rable scale-effects before others do, is very important. Eve n
m o re so, the firm-entry of amazon.com on the Internet is probably a
historical step for the electronic economy of the future. Amazon.com
a p p e a rs to be a trend-setter and a role model for firm-entry on the
Internet.  The  first step  has to be  followed by  building  an  online
b rand. 
Building an online brand: first move rs take the bulk of benefit?
J e f f rey P. Bezos started in 1995 to look for an appropriate retail sec-
tor in which he could set up his online shop. He considered the
music industry, but decided not to enter that market. The music
industry  was  controlled  by  just  a  few  labels.  ‘Bezos  feared  they
would have the power to stifle any online ve n t u re that offered seri-
ous competition. And indeed, seve ral online music stores that have
a successful site, had trouble to get the re c o rd companies’ permission
to offer album samples to their customers ’1. The book industry how-
eve r, appeared to consist of thousands of publishers. 
Amazon.com, opened its virtual doors in July of 1995 with a mission
to use the Internet to offer products that educate, inform, and inspire.
Bezos  decided  to  build  an  online  store  that  would be  customer-
friendly and easy to navigate and would offer the broadest possible
selection. To d ay Amazon offers 3 million books, CDs, audio books,
DV D s, computer games, and more. In more than 160 countries 4.5
million people have bought from amazon.com and have made the
Internet bookstore the leading online shopping site2. 
Amazon.com is more than just a store. The site offers ex t e n s i ve book
and music catalogues as well as a variety of other re s o u rces includ-
ing customer rev i ews, personal re c o m m e n d a t i o n s, and gift sugges-
t i o n s. Visiting amazon.com a consumer can: 
• s e a rch for books by author, title, subject, or key wo rd. 
• b rowse for books in 28 subject are a s. 
• get recommendations: find books based on your mood, pre f e r-
e n c e s, and other authors or artists you like. 
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1 SURVEY ELECTRONIC COMMERCE: Tre m b l e, everyone. The Economist.
2 S o u rce: www. a ma z o n . c o m .7 9
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• read rev i ews: see which books are in the limelight in Rev i ewed in
the Media. 
• see what’s hot: check out Bestsellers for the hottest books. 
• s t ay up-to-date: sign up for our personal notification services, Eye s
and Delive rs, and we’ll e-mail you rev i ews of exceptional books in
categories that interest you. 
• read  the  best:  keep  track  of  the  literary  greats  in  our  Awa rd
W i n n e rs. 
• buy gifts: ‘visit the Gift Center in our bookstore and purchase pre-
sents painlessly’. 
• join the Amazon community: be an amazon.com Associates and
earn money by selling books from your Web site. 
Bezos succeeded in building the first virtual brand, Amazon, which
is now commonly known all over the world. Amazon.com became
the most talked about website in the world. Meanw h i l e, booksellers
a re  facing  increasing  difficulty  in  building  a  new  brand  on  the
Internet, because of high costs. For instance, prices of banners and
ads on other (related) sites, are on the rise. Current important sellers
of  online  advertisements  are  the  portals,  such  as  AltaVista  and
Yahoo. Here, again, it appears that f i rst movers h ave the bulk of the
benefits that can be created on the Internet.
Pe rsonalized websites: one-to-one marketing appears to pay off
a l re a d y
The Internet is not only mere technology, but also a tool in ‘con-
sumer psyc h o l o g y ’. The actual message customer ‘John Smith’ gets
f rom Amazon is: ‘Welcome back, John Smith. We ’ ve improved yo u r
re c o m m e n d a t i o n s.’ Amazon plotted the stated pre f e rences and pur-
chasing decisions, and introduced Mr. Smith to other products that
his ‘affinity group’ have also ex p ressed an interest in. Thus, ove r
t i m e, Amazon gets a very good profile of customer John Smith.
Twe n t y - f i ve  top  online  merchants  in  the  US  indicate  they  have
a l ready started offering personalized feature s, and 93% say they will
within a ye a r. Customization on consumer e-commerce sites boost-
ed new customers by 47% in the first ye a r, and revenues by 52%.
Pe rsonalization generally appears to pay off within a ye a r, even at a
cost of up to $ 3 million for the personalization softwa re1.
1 Mu s ic retailer CD now offers customers a page de s ig ned just for them with mu s ic sugge s t io ns
based on their stated pre f e re nc e s, past purchases and ra t i ngs on artists and CDs. The bene-
fit has been cons ide rable: the number of pages viewed on one of its feature s, called ‘Wish
List’ has jumped by no less than 200%. The list appears on the customized pages and lets
s hoppers choose CDs they may buy later. Source: Business We e k , 5 / 1 0 / 1 9 9 8 .B o o k s e l l e rs compete for a few exc l u s i ve positions on portal sites
Bookshops benefit considerably when they are able to display them-
s e l ves on the heavily visited portal sites. Some portals host only one,
or two big book playe rs. Howeve r, the advertising service is not fre e,
as services for consumers are. As a matter of fact, portal sites like
Yahoo thrive on the business model of facilitating free services to its
c u s t o m e rs through the income they make out of advertisement pay-
m e n t s. An example of the revenue sources for a portal site is as fol-
l ows :
• t h rough bookseller participation fees that portals do charg e,
• and by receiving additional commission fees for sales genera t e d
t h rough their site. 
Yahoo, Exc i t e, Lyc o s, America Online (AOL) and AltaVista are por-
tals with search engines. Most users are surfing to one of these por-
tals to find the product or service they are looking for. Almost eve r y
portal has banners of bookshops and AltaVista has a special offer on
1  December  1998:  40%  off  Tom  Wo l f e ’s  latest  at  amazon.com.
B e s i d e s, the Holiday Shopping Guide at AltaVista sends users dire c t
to Amazon (see figure 26).
f ig u re 26 an example of a portal site: sho p p i ng . a l t a v i s t a . c o m
S o u rce: sho p p i ng . a l t a v i s t a . c o m .
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n e s s e s
Another strategy is to create partners h i p s. The German publisher
Bertelsmann AG is not only publishing and distributing books but is
also  an  Internet  prov i d e r.  Bertelsmann  is  partial  owner  of  the
E u ropean part of American Online (AOL). Together they have more
than 2 million subscribers in Euro p e. Bertelsmann, one of the wo r l d ’s
l a rgest  media  companies,  will  enter  the global online retail book
business in 1999. BooksOnline is the working name for the new ve n-
t u re. The strategy is to further develop Bertelsmann’s long-standing
d i rect marketing consumer book clubs business world-wide on the
Internet, as well as to build Bertelsmann’s global online book re t a i l-
ing business. In accomplishing the latter Bertelsmann will ex p l o re a
variety of strategic options in both the technology and distribution
re a l m s. These include the possibilities of joint ve n t u re s, partners h i p s,
or alliances within a domestic or international scope with ex i s t i n g
Internet prov i d e rs and retail services as well as other potential mar-
ketplace entra n t s. Ac c o rding to the company digital retailing is a nat-
u ral pro g ression for the growing international database marke t i n g
o p e ra t i o n s. What are the assets of Bertelsmann? These are as follows :
• a huge database of customer relationships with more than thirty-
f i ve  million  active  book  and  music  club  members  in  North
America and Euro p e
• its access to a global inventory of available titles published in a
wide range of languages for the needs and convenience of the
international consumer
• a well-established editorial and operational infra s t r u c t u re in key
countries  around  the  world  through  the  existing  Bertelsmann
d i rect marketing clubs
• its close relationship with America Online, Inc. through its equity
s t a ke  in  the  parent  company  and  its  working  partnerships  in
E u rope and Au s t ralia to provide domestic Internet access service1.
Its only a question of months before Bertelsmann and AOL will start
Internet bookshop in the European countries. A similar partners h i p
has been agreed by Netscape and the Dutch publisher VNU. Both
companies will create Netcenter, a portal for Dutch consumers (see
f i g u re 27). 
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1 S o u rce: www. b e r t e l s ma n n . de and De Vo l ks k r a n t , 5 December 1998.f ig u re 27 me rger of commu n ic a t ion, cont e nt and computing
P O R TAL: N e t c e n t e r. n l
N E TSCAPE (AO L ) VNU 
De Gelde r l a nde r
I nt e r me d ia i r
G o uden Gid s
S o u rce: De Vo l ks k r a n t, 5 December 1998.
8 . 5 Intelligent agents and competition in
the book industry
Agents will have a limited function in a commodity product, like
b o o k s
Agents will have an impact on competition because they are able to
s e a rch efficiently and because commodity products like books are
e a sy to compare. There are no differences in the quality of books
written by the same writer. So, the book market will be enormously
c o m p e t i t i ve. Agents will guide customers to websites that give the
best value proposition. As a commodity product, the Internet com-
m e rce  on  this  product  is  re l a t i vely  highly  developed.  So,  fertile
g round for intelligent agents to execute their functions. 
H oweve r, being a commodity product, the best proposition in buying
books  will,  in  most  cases,  be  the  one  offering  the  lowest  price. 
T h e re f o re, in this market intelligent agents can execute only a few of
their functions, and consequently will be limited most likely to an
a d vanced  search  engine.  It  is  predicted  there f o re  that  intelligent
agents in the book industry never will evo l ve beyond the stage of a
‘ g i m m i c k ’. 
Dynamic model: functionality of book websites is high
The  functionality  of  a  destination  site  is  important  not  only  for
human visitors, but also for softwa re agents or robotic visitors. Bad
functionality is a reason for a surfer to click to another site. In gen-
e ral most bookshops on the Internet have good functionality. Ac s e s
is able to compare 25 bookshops in twenty seconds. We identified
the following possible aspects of vertical functionality:
• T h e re is online information to help consumers to decide in the
p rocess of purchase orientation.
• T h e re is specific possibility to obtain information by addressing an
e - m a i l .
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information (time, costs, etc.); Amazon gives about 8 pages of
shipping information; the Dutch online booksellers offer two ship-
ping options, one by mail and the other by buying it in a tra d i-
tional bookshop in the neighbourhood.
• Online booking is possible.
• Obtaining  online  recommendations  to  find  books  to fit  mood,
p re f e re n c e s, and authors or artists one like s.
With re g a rd to the horizontal functionality, book sites offer sufficient
information to orientate and purc h a s e. 
Effects of agents on competition in the book market 
Table 6 shows the comparison of the attributed functions of intelli-
gent agents with the actual functions of the Amazon website (see
section 8.4). Equipped with a state-of-the-art search engine, it shows
h ow far commercial agent-like applications are developed at the pre-
sent time.
Potential  effects  on  competition:  agents  put  high  pre s s u re  on
b o o k s e l l e rs
The world wide purchase of commodity products such as books will
c reate an enormous competition among the suppliers. This raises the
question how to survive in this market. Variable costs per tra n s a c t i o n
a re  much  lower than  in  traditional  distribution channels. On the
other hand, online bookshops have to pay many marke t i n g - d o l l a rs
f o r :
• online and off line pro m o t i o n
• g e n e rating volume as fast as possible; dividing fixed costs over a
l a rger vo l u m e, will raise barriers to entry
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table 6 t he func t io nality of int e l l ige nt age nts and book-websites
functions 
of agents s e a rc h c o m p a re l e a r n ne go t ia t e c o l l a b o ra t e
re s u l t s a v a i l a b l e a v a i l a b l e not available not available not available
functions of s e a rch and  o n l i ne f i nd books not possible not possible
the we b s i t e b rowse for  i n fo r ma t io n based on 
( m i l l io ns of)  on pric e s,  p re f e re nc e s, 
b o o k s delivery time,  p rof i l e s
s h i p p i ng costs
S o u rce: EIM.• c reating an exc l u s i ve position on search engine, portals and ISP-
s i t e s
• c reating cooperations with as many associates as possible so that
the bookstore is on every site.
If this is the only way to survive, there will be a marketplace for only
a few bookstore s. However the profitability of web commerce is still
not proven. And it is still not clear what the effects of personal agents
will be in the future. The marketing dollars might not help the ‘ama-
zon.coms’ very much, as soon intelligent agents will be in effect and
available to the customer.
In the Dutch sector the use of agents to price search does not make
sense because there are regulated book prices. So, when we think
about agents and competition then there is only the possibility to find
a  specialist  or  a  supplier  with  the best  service  to  distinguish  it.
Another opportunity for shoppers could be to find a supplier with the
l owest distribution costs. But in the Netherlands with its small are a
and the high performance of bookshops, the distribution costs are
the same. 
N u m e rous ‘obstruction strategies’ contra agents possible, but ye t
to be deve l o p e d
Changes in market structure and in the behaviour of market partici-
pants can be forced by price bro ke rs. Companies who choose for
price competition, will welcome the use of external agents. Howeve r,
t h e re are many other companies who avoid price competition. These
companies are trying to obstruct agents. The most effective stra t e g y
is customization. Intelligent agents are not able to compare the cus-
tomized product or service with other offers. 
Another strategy is to show products on the Internet with limited
information, for instance without price lists, or to give prices only on
request, and to give the addresses of the distributors. Howeve r, there
is no evidence that the Internet bookshops currently practise these
o b s t r u c t i o n - t e c h n i q u e s. 
D evelopment around portals would affect product selling
Re c e n t l y,  active  competition  between  portals  appears  to  have
e m e rged. One of the characteristics of portals is that they are defi-
nitely not objective in their orientation, they are exc l u s i vely linke d
with companies, thus establishing priorities. For exa m p l e, Amazon
p ays a provision to Yahoo in return for an exc l u s i ve position. 
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Case: booksL i ke any business, howeve r, portals also have to create loyalty among
the web surfers. The important questions that arise with respect to
c reating loya l t y, are for example:  Will  portals develop to bra n d s ?
H ow  easy  will it  be  to  ignore portals? Will companies  take into
account that virtual intermediaries or portals seem be playing an
i n c reasing role in the approach towa rds consumers? If this is the
c a s e, should not every producer create his own portal? During this
re s e a rch, developments around portals have accelerated, for instance
via seve ral big merg e rs. 
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9 The impact on competition
9 . 1 I n t ro d u c t i o n
We open this section with a quote:
‘Companies will need to be awa re of the intelligent agents if they
d e s i re discovery of their products on the Internet. When customers
a re shopping, they take in much peripheral information. This applies
to standard marketing (e.g. – point of purchase displays), as well as
e l e c t ronic marketing. Quite fre q u e n t l y, persons will find themselve s
at sites on the Internet which they had no intention of visiting. They
could have been led there by clicking on a link which caught their
eye. This tendency of wandering on the web will be reduced dra s t i-
cally with the increasing use of intelligent agents. In the future, more
a d vanced agents that posses greater intelligence may be awa re of this
p e r i p h e ral information, but they will continue to miss information
which would have caught human attention.
Companies will need to recognize this possibility. Intelligent agents
a re very specific. To d ay ’s agents will not recommend something to
the  user  unless  the  product  meets  the  user’s  specifications.
Businesses will need to hone and logically organize their information
so that agents will be attracted and they will also need to employ
agents for their own good.
Agents can be a great benefit to businesses. They can be trained to
g i ve a product awa reness through search engines, help customers
locate a product by brand names, or track the demand for a pro d u c t .
A business could even train an agent to alert them when their mar-
ket share changes. 
Another useful aspect of intelligent agents is that demand or supply
agents can learn from other agents. Fo r, intelligent agents can be
used to cover the whole market pro c e s s, but can also be used for
each of the stages of that market pro c e s s. For exa m p l e, a demand
agent can learn how close their product was to meeting the needs
that actually decide for the customer, the decision agent. In this fash-
ion, valuable market re s e a rch can be collected in an automated man-
n e r. It would seem that the information collected in these tra n s a c-
tions between demand and decision agents would have a higher leve l
Intelligent agents, markets and competitionof va l i d i t y, unless the decision agents was directed with acquire d
information that was incorre c t .1
9 . 2 Some general effects
Higher market vo l u m e s
Intelligent  agents  can  be  catalysts  for  one-to-one  marke t i n g .
Intelligent agents will affect market volumes of products positive l y,
since  supply  and  demand  is  expected  to  be  better matched.  Fo r
i n s t a n c e, consumers are more informed about products which make s
it likely that they buy them. 
Agents will base their actions on pro f i l e s, more than pro d u c t s
B a s i c a l l y, the impact of intelligent agents is cro s s - s e c t o ral. The re a-
son  is  that  intelligent  agents  will,  eve n t u a l l y,  tend  to  base  their
actions on customer-profiles rather than pro d u c t s. As a result, mar-
keting will change its focus from pro d u c t - m a r keting to ‘lifestyle-mar-
ke t i n g ’.
If there will be differences between sectors at all, in the impact of
intelligent agents, the sectors with a dynamic market will be most
affected. In sectors like retail or the travel industry, intelligent agents
can be highly effective because of here highly dynamic markets are
i n vo l ved since:
• t h e re are many different kind of pro d u c t s
• p roducts are season-bound
• t h e re are local price va r i a t i o n s
• a constant flow of special offers affects the supply.
In sectors such as books as we know it nowa d ays, intelligent agents
will not be much more than gadgets. Here, the buying orientation is
much more product driven, concerning a product that is uniform.
Things might change as soon as electronic publishing is in effect.
Then intelligent agents could play an important role in arra n g i n g
publications into new ones.
Communication through intelligent agents necessitates ex t e n s i ve
r u l i n g
Agent-mediated commerce needs an ex t e n s i ve set of rules. It needs
a fra m ework in which processes and protocols are unequivo c a l l y
defined. Also, it needs a large set of safety measures to ensure, for
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1 O. Do, E. Ma rch, J. Rich and T. Wolff, Intelligent Agents & The Internet: Effects On Electronic
Commerce and Marke t i n g, 1996, p. 5. ht t p : / / b o l d. c o b a . u n r. e du / o d ie / p a p e r. ht m l .i n s t a n c e, that communication is not manipulated, that the agent is
the agent the user has sent out to execute certain actions, that the
agent is sure of the identity of the websites it is visiting and agents
must have security of mutual contact. Technical solutions like fire-
walls and encryption technology, are seriously needed and are deve l-
oping to meet an acceptable level of safety.
Once safe data transfer is commonly possible1, than agent technolo-
gy will still provide the possibility of manipulating communication
and market pro c e s s e s. Access to information is the key wo rd here. Fo r
i n s t a n c e, with the aid of the use of intelligent agents so-called ‘digi-
tal cartels’ can emerg e, able to communicate with each other, mak-
ing price arra n g e m e n t s, influencing market pro c e s s e s, of which the
‘outside’ world will never know. A secure data transfer makes it vir-
tually impossible to detect such deve l o p m e n t s. 
Also matters of priva cy will arise, matters which are already of big
concern nowa d ays relating to Internet commerc e. Intellectual pro p-
erty will become an issue of vital importance. 
O b v i o u s l y, these developments necessitate an ex t e n s i ve set of rules.
Regulation of policy make rs as well as supervision by (international)
authorities will be key-concerns here. 
9 . 3 Potential effects on firm-entry and -ex i t
Intelligent agents are catalysts in new economic activities 
N ew market playe rs will show up, as soon as concepts like ‘electro n-
ic publishing’ come into effect. For instance, consumers themselve s
could arrange book-parts into new publications in a consumer-to-con-
sumer market. This could be easily turn into new business.
One-to-one advertising will become a mature independent business-
a c t i v i t y. Drawing attention and transferring it towa rds products will
be sold as core business. In the competition for attention, many more
imaginary strategies will be used. Commerce and art will conve rg e.
C re a t i ve businesses that deal in creating associations for new pro d-
u c t s, or solving problems are becoming necessary since there is such
a huge amount of information ava i l a b l e. Too, the advertising busi-
ness could take this up to a higher level. In addition to the ‘attention
e c o n o my’, an ‘associative economy’ could emerg e.
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1 T he new technology of qua ntum computing is pro v id i ng that solution!, see for exa m p l e
w w w. s t a r l a b. o rg .As it already has been proven in the improved organization of tra d e
in an electronic marketplace in the Dutch flower industry that ‘New
e n t ra n t s,  facing  established  dominant  playe rs,  can  quickly  build
c o m p e t i t i ve advantage with an innova t i ve auction system concept’
by the use of ‘IT in an innova t i ve way ’1, the same can be ex p e c t e d
in a somewhat broader sense for new entrants that use intelligent
agents in electronic market pro c e s s e s, whether or not an auction is
i n vo l ved. Often the advantages achieved by new entrants are not
only of the innova t i ve use of IT as such, but also the fact it is based
on a new concept of trading made possible by the innovation, reve a l-
ing the inefficiencies of traditional tra d i n g .
9 . 4 Potential effects on price
Intelligent  agents  potentially  will  lower  prices,  in  a  cat-and-
mouse game with suppliers 
Internet makes  virtually any  information  on  markets tra n s p a re n t .
S e a rch  engines,  and  eventually  intelligent  agents  make  the  right
information available in the most efficient way. Po t e n t i a l l y, this will
h ave a lowering and balancing effect on prices, as information about
prices is available and comparisons can be made easily. The only
restriction one might think of is how market playe rs are putting infor-
mation on the we b.
That aspect might prove itself to be crucial, since in the phys i c a l
world information asymmetry is not only a matter of physical re s t r i c-
t i o n s, but somehow constructed too. Strategies of market playe rs,
especially suppliers, will pretty much define to what extent price
t ra n s p a re n cy will eventually occur. In addition, agent technology still
has a dramatic improvement to make, as long as suppliers can for
instance ‘fool’ an agent by putting prices just a cent under that of
their competitors and as a result of that be picked out by the agent
as best sale. 
9 . 5 Potential effects on costs
M a r ket process will become much more efficient with the use of
intelligent agents
Internet as a medium can lower transaction costs dramatically on
business pro c e s s e s, like publishing, advertising, data-entry for cus-
tomer databases, etc. Intelligent Agents can minimize the effort to
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1 E. van Heck and P.M. Ribbers, ‘Experie nces with electro n ic auc t io ns in the Dutch flower indu s-
t r y ’ , Journal of Electronic Marke t s, Vol. 7, No. 4, 1997, p. 34.either offer the product, or purchase it through the Internet. In addi-
tion, the use of agent technology itself, once it is established in a
mass economy, will be very cheap. 
So, the whole market process can be made much more efficient by
using intelligent agents. There f o re, products that are sold this way
could lower in price, because of for instance low marketing costs. Fo r
i n s t a n c e, if online bookings become common, supply and demand
can be changed moment by moment. Airlines will fly fuller, which
ultimately has the impact of prices coming dow n1.
9 . 6 Potential effects on innova t i o n s
Intelligent agents will alter markets by push-communication
Being in a maturing stage of development, agent-technology could
very well alter market mechanisms as we know them. The nature of
the changes agent-technology potentially could bring along with it,
will be profound: users can act in a market process without actually
acting themselve s. In other wo rd s, in a more developed stage users
of agents (suppliers as well as customers) can board out their mar-
ket activities. If agents eventually communicate with each other as
re p re s e n t a t i ves of market playe rs, new possibilities will arise in how
to offer goods and services to the market or how to purchase them.
The more so, as each market player will have virtually numero u s
intelligent agents at its disposal, for instance using a few for each
m a r ket stage  such as  need identification,  product  bro kering,  and
using each agent for different purposes such as searching, learning
and the like and have them communicate with one another. 
U l t i m a t e l y, intelligent agents will seek contact with users based on
k n own profiles of potential users. So relations will turn to push-re l a-
tions from intelligent agents to users. If, as predicted, in future, agents
become autonomous entities on the Internet trying to attract attention
f rom ‘profiles’ they encounter, it is conceivable that agents will spe-
cialise again on certain market functions, subjects or pro d u c t s. 
In this environment, relations in markets are altered in such a pro-
found way, that it will offer numerous opportunities to implement
i n n ova t i o n s. These innovations will concern new market pro c e s s e s,
n ew market playe rs and new pro d u c t s. 
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1 Q uote  taken  from  Ken  Orton,  CEO  of  Pre v iew  Travel,  on  ht t p : / / c n n . c o m / t ra v e l /
e s s e nt ia l s / a d v i s o r / 9 8 1 0 / o n l i ne. b o o k i ng .9 . 7 Potential effects on pro f i t a b i l i t y
On balance, profitability will be limited 
P rofitability appears to be a controve rsial point. As pointed out ear-
l i e r, intelligent agents can, and probably will, have a positive effect
on lowering costs of both the supply and the demand of pro d u c t s.
C u r re n t l y, many businesses are experimenting with agent technolo-
g y, also in the Netherlands1. So profitability will be a direct result of
i n n ovation. Howeve r, on balance, we expect that profitability will be
limited because of low marg i n s. Although lower costs and a higher
l evel of innovation could cause a rise in profitability and there f o re
higher pro f i t s, the use of intelligent agents will lead to more pre s s u re
on prices and there f o re limit pro f i t s.
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1 For ins t a nce companies like Andersen Cons u l t i ng, Crisp and Tr y l l ia n .10 C o n c l u s i o n s
Potential effect of intelligent agents 
The main potential effects of intelligent agents on competition, we
c o n s i d e r, are :
• Higher market vo l u m e s. The increase in opportunities by using
intelligent agents in electronic marketplaces will affect market vo l-
u m e, both in sales on the web as in physical outlets.
• Agents will base their actions on pro f i l e s, more than pro d u c t s.
B a s i c a l l y,  the  impact  of  intelligent  agents  is  cro s s - s e c t o ra l .
Intelligent agents tend to base their actions on profiles rather than
p ro d u c t s. As a result, marketing will change its focus from pro d-
u c t - m a r keting to ‘lifestyle-marke t i n g ’.
• Communication through intelligent agents necessitates ex t e n s i ve
ruling. ‘Digital cartels’ can emerg e, as agent-mediated communi-
cation is hard to control and re l a t i vely easy to manipulate.
• Intelligent  agents  are  catalysts  in  new  economic  activities.
Intelligent agents can have huge implications for mass-individual-
isation. Intelligent agents are the ideal solution for organising one-
to-one marketing on electronic marke t p l a c e s.
• Intelligent agents virtually will lower prices, in a cat-and-mouse
game  with suppliers.  Formal price  agre e m e n t s,  such as in the
book industry, can no longer be maintained.
• M a r ket process will become much more efficient with the use of
intelligent agents. If supply on electronic marketplaces was ideal,
intelligent agents would heavily reduce opportunity costs.
• Intelligent  agents  will  alter  markets  by  push-communication.
Based on learned know l e d g e, the intelligent agent supplies infor-
mation to its aimed user whenever it considers the profile of the
aimed user is found appro p r i a t e.
• P rofitability appears to be a controve rsial point. On balance, we
expect that profitability will be limited because of low marg i n s.
Although lower costs and a higher level of innovation could cause
a rise in pro f i t a b i l i t y, the use of intelligent agents will lead to more
p re s s u re on prices.
Trave l
Internationalisation and direct marketing are the main topics in a
m a r ket which is more and more divided into two directions of par-
allel market supply on the one hand, and emerging niche-markets on
the  other.  The  market  power  lies  increasingly  with  the  airlines,
a c c o m m o d a t o rs and tour opera t o rs. These parties are putting pre s-
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sector face high costs of communication and personnel, while fixe d
prices are on the loose. 
Communication is one of the main problems in the Dutch trave l
i n d u s t r y. Yet, the travel industry has a re l a t i vely large amount of
communication networks at its disposal. The problem is that often
these systems are not properly linked between the users. At the same
time the travel data appears to be stored to a great detail and amount.
Because this information itself means business for market playe rs, it
is not revealed, and only in limited quantities accessible on the mar-
ket. So, on the whole, communication appears to be more than an
o rganisational problem where economic interests play a vital ro l e,
than  an  unsolvable  technical  problem.  In  this  environment,  new
d evelopments such as intelligent agents have a great potential to
m a ke their mark on this marke t .
The success of the travel sites around the world indicates that con-
s u m e rs have adopted the Internet as a medium for orientation and
p u rchase of travel pro d u c t s. It proves to be worthwhile to find bar-
gains when customers book travel online. Market playe rs in the ‘con-
tent provider domain’, like airlines, accommodators and car re n t a l s,
can be directly approached far more easily (and more easily over a
much greater distance) than in the physical world, and vice ve rsa. It
is already feasible that traditional physical reselling outlets are hav i n g
difficulties coping with the better informed clients. It is necessary to
reconsider their added value as their function of providing informa-
tion is being more and more substituted by suppliers on the Internet. 
The functionality destination sites, sites from which an intelligent
agent ex t racts information, in accordance with the para m e t e rs set by
its user, are re l a t i vely modera t e. A quarter of the travel companies
offer  online  booking  facilities.  Nearly  one-third  offers  ex t e n s i ve
online booking information, in some cases, howeve r, without price
information about travel. There is a difference among the marke t
p l aye rs when it comes to the functionality of their sites. Tour opera-
t o rs and suppliers of accommodation, transportation or re c re a t i o n
offer most often the opportunity to book online. Whereas only 14%
of the tourist agencies offer online booking facilities. 
Although there are nearly 300 Dutch travel we b s i t e s, they do not give
the customer a proper ove r v i ew of the supply. Travel org a n i z a t i o n s
often do not give full access to their information. Often, only the 
special offers are fully documented and specified.
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industry offers huge potential for intelligent agents in every stage of
the market pro c e s s. Better need identification, as well as product and
m e rchant bro ke ra g e, and cost reduction will be the main added va l u e
made by intelligent agents. 
B o o k s
Online book selling has turned out to be a huge success. Buying
books online is widely recognized as more convenient, price-wo r t hy
and less time-consuming. This has forced the Dutch Internet book
industry to face the foreign threat. 
Portals appear to play a major role in the search for a book. This
s e a rch is limited by exc l u s i ve supply via these portals. There f o re,
b o o k s e l l e rs compete for a few exc l u s i ve positions on portal sites.
I n c re a s i n g l y, independent shopping sites provide price comparisons
of a broader range of booksellers. One-to-one marketing (by pers o n-
alized websites) already appears to pay off.
The Internet book market has provided first move rs with lower costs
and scale-benefits on an early market. In building an online bra n d ,
f i rst move rs seem to take the bulk of the benefit. Newc o m e rs face a
h a rder time establishing a prominent place in the Internet economy.
One way to achieve that pro m i n e n c e, is to engage in partners h i p s
with key Internet services. So booksellers team up with Internet busi-
n e s s e s, such as prov i d e rs or search engines. 
Ag e n t s, markets and competition
Agents will have a limited function in a commodity product, like
b o o k s. The potential effects on competition however are deva s t a t i n g
for competition. Intelligent agents will be able to maximize tra n s-
p a re n cy in a commodity product market. In the long run this could
diminish competition. Prov i s i o n a l l y, the functionality of book we b-
sites is high. That means that much information on which a pur-
chase decision can be founded, is ava i l a b l e. Numerous ‘obstruction
s t rategies’ contra agents are possible, but yet to be integrated. 
Intelligent agents are potentially very powerful tools in making mar-
kets  tra n s p a rent  for both  consumers  and pro d u c e rs.  It  is  noticed
h owever that these tools can be so successful that, that they are caus-
ing a counter-reaction. In effect, consumers and especially pro d u c e rs
will avoid the possibility of tra n s p a re n cy for instance by changing the
n a t u re of the presentation of their supply. That would make it ve r y
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plier on the Internet, let alone compare it to other supply. 
Agent technology offers the possibility to manipulate communication
and market pro c e s s e s. Access to information is the key wo rd here. Fo r
i n s t a n c e, with the aid of the use of intelligent agents ‘digital cartels’
could emerge that are able to communicate with each other, making
price arra n g e m e n t s, influencing market pro c e s s e s, and the ‘outside’
world  will  never  know.  A  secure data transfer  makes  it virtually
impossible to detect such deve l o p m e n t s. Also matters of priva cy will
a r i s e, matters which nowa d ays are already of big concern relating to
Internet commerc e. In addition, intellectual property will become an
issue of vital importance. 
O b v i o u s l y, these developments necessitate an ex t e n s i ve set of rules.
Regulation by policy make rs as well as supervision by (internation-
al) authorities will be a key-concern here. 
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Appendix I: A glossary  of agent community
t e r m s
Au t o n o my 
The ability to execute tasks without requiring user initiation, often without user confirma-
tion, and sometimes even without user notification.
Blind signature
A means of cryptographically signing a message when its actual contents are not reve a l e d
to the person signing. 
Denial of service
Often used in a security context, in which no information is compromised, but no one can
get any work done, either. For exa m p l e, a denial of service attack on a telephone sys t e m
might invo l ve large-scale destruction of cables or switch gear.
Dynamic clustering
Automatically forming groups or clusters of agents according to their momentary goals.
F i rewa l l
A security perimeter of an org a n i z a t i o n ’s distributed computing environment. Usually, an
o rganization which wishes to make certain aspects of, e.g., its Internet security easier will
f o rce all machines at the site to communicate through one firewall machine. The firewa l l
itself is specially configured to reject most communications from the outside, and to filter
the remainder according to various criteria. (Unfortunately, reliance on firewalling tends to
mean that any misconfiguration of the firewall machine is fatal, because the rest of the
o rg a n i z a t i o n ’s  computers  are  probably  very  carelessly  configured  or  monitored.  It  is
nonetheless a common way for many companies on the Internet to try to protect them-
s e l ves from outside cra c ke rs. )
Information filtering 
The process of weeding out the information useful to some particular user from a larg e r
s t ream. For exa m p l e, e-mail filtering or news filtering
Information discove r y
Ac t i vely seeking out new sources of information from locations of which the user may be
u n awa re.
I s l a n d
An isolated group of agents that does not know about the existence of the larger whole.
Possible behind firewa l l s, or accidentally.
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Traffic analys i s
From the pers p e c t i ve of a malicious third party, traffic analysis is the practice of determin-
ing who talks to whom, how often, and for how long. This information is often almost as
useful as knowing the actual contents of the communication. For this reason, even if the
c o n ve rsation is encrypted, it is often the case that foiling traffic analysis (by hiding who it
talking to whom) is still necessary.
Trust (in a softwa re agent)
Being sure that the agent will carry out the user’s wishes corre c t l y. This re q u i res both that
the agent knows what it is that the user wishes done, and that the user knows that the
agent knows it. If the user does not know what the agent is likely to do, he or she cannot
g i ve the agent very much autonomy in its actions.
Pe rsonalizability (in a softwa re agent)
Being able to customize an agent such that it carries out tasks that are useful to its user,
which may or may not resemble tasks carried out by other agents for other users. This cus-
tomization could come from explicit pro g ramming, or from machine learning in which the
agent infers user behaviour from observation. For exa m p l e, an e-mail filtering agent should
filter e-mail according to what its user finds intere s t i n g .
S e rendipitous matches
S e rendipitous matches between users consist of matches made without the user necessar-
ily intending to look for a match. A serendipitous match may invo l ve a user who has not
even thought to look for someone with similar interests on some topic, and may be sur-
prised to find that there is any other user out there with such an intere s t .
Z e ro - k n owledge pro o f
A  cryptographic  protocol  in  the  interrogatee  can  convince  an  interro g a t o r,  solely  by
a n s wering yes/no questions, the he or she knows something, but does not give the inter-
rogator any information about what it is the interrogatee knows. 1 0 1
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Appendix III: U R L s
Ag e n t s
h t t p : / / w w w. ro b o l a b.com/ 
h t t p : / / w w w. c l . c a m . a c. u k / u s e rs / r wa b 1 / a g - p a p e rs. h t m l
h t t p : / / w w w. a g e n t . o rg /
h t t p : / / w w w. o p e n s e s a m e. c o m / a g e n t s /
h t t p : / / w w w. s i c s. s e / ~ m a r ke t /
h t t p : / / w w w. a g e n t l i n k . o rg /
h t t p : / / e c o m m e rc e. m e d i a . m i t . e d u / p u b l i c a t i o n s. h t m l
h t t p : / / w w w. b o t s p o t . c o m / rev i ews / c o m m n t - v. h t m
h t t p : / / w w w. d o c. m m u . a c. u k / S TA F F / B. B e r n ey / l i n k s. h t m
h t t p : / / w w w. e l e c. q mw. a c. u k / d a i / p u b s /
h t t p : / / d ro g o . c s e l t . i t / f i p a / s p e c / f i p a 9 7 . h t m
h t t p : / / w w w. f i rs t m o n d ay. d k / i s s u e s / i s s u e 3 _ 11 / i n d ex . h t m l
h t t p : / / w w w. c s. n c c u . e d u . t w / ~ j o n g / a g e n t / a g e n t . h t m l
h t t p : / / w w w. re s e a rc h . m i c ro s o f t . c o m / re s e a rc h / u i / p e rs o n a / i s b i s t e r. h t m
h t t p : / / w w w. s i c s. s e / i s l / a b c / s u r vey. h t m l
h t t p : / / w w w. i n f o . u n i c a e n . f r / ~ s e rg e / s m a . h t m l
h t t p : / / w w w. c s. u m b c. e d u / a g e n t s /
h t t p : / / w w w. c s. t c d . i e / re s e a rc h _ g ro u p s / a i g / i a g / t o p l eve l 2 . h t m l
h t t p : / / w w w. s t a r l a b. b e /
h t t p : / / w w w. c r i s p . n l /
h t t p : / / w w w. t r y l l i a n . c o m /
h t t p : / / w w w. w ka p . n l / s a m p l e t o c. h t m ? 1 3 8 7 - 2 5 3 2 + 1 + 1 + 1 9 9 8
h t t p : / / w w w. c s. c o l o ra d o . e d u / ~ s t e i n ke r / a g e n t . h t m l
h t t p : / / d i a g n o s t i c s. s t a n f o rd . e d u / l i s t s / M u l t i Ag e n t s M a s t e r. h t m l
h t t p : / / m a ke r. m e d i a . m i t . e d u
Case trave l
h t t p : / / w w w. a r t wo r k . n l / we b / l i n k s / re i z e n . h t m
h t t p : / / w w w. b i z t rave l . c o m /
h t t p : / / w w w. e l m a r. n l /
h t t p : / / we b. i n t e r. n l . n e t / u s e rs / C . D i j k m a n s / t r v / re i s b u ro s. h t m l
h t t p : / / w w w. i t s. n e t / we b - b u s i n e s s / t rave l / h o m e. h t m
h t t p : / / w w w. i t s. n e t / s e a rc h / h o m e. h t m
h t t p : / / w w w. s e a rc h . n l /
h t t p : / / w w w. c a s e m a . n e t / ~ e j c ro o s t /
h t t p : / / d a t a . t rave l p l a z a . n l /
h t t p : / / w w w. a t p - p a r t n e rs. n l /
h t t p : / / w w w. t w i . n l /
h t t p : / / w w w. c n n . c o m / T R AV E L /
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h t t p : / / w w w. t rave l o c i t y. c o m /
h t t p : / / ex p e d i a . m s n . c o m /
Case books
h t t p : / / w w w. b o e k n e t . n l
h t t p : / / w w w. p rox i s. b e
h t t p : / / w w w. m e d i a n e t . n l
h t t p : / / w w w. b a r n e s a n d n o b l e. c o m /
h t t p : / / w w w. a m a z o n . c o m /
h t t p : / / w w w. b e r t e l s m a n n . d e /
h t t p : / / w w w. wo r l d s h o p p i n g . c o m /
h t t p : / / w w w. s h o p . d e /
h t t p : / / w w w. va n s t o c k u m . n l /
h t t p : / / s h o p p i n g . a l t av i s t a . c o m /
h t t p : / / w w w. c o m p a re. n e t /1 0 5
Appendix IV: Agent-pilot: the Pe rsonal Trave l
A s s i s t a n t1
The following types of PTA content can be used for basic re q u e s t - reply protocols as a start
for PTA field trials. Assuming that a PTA or PA is the sending agents for exa m p l e, it can
query a Bro ker or Service Provider agent. This agent can reply to the request or return an
exception. The following definitions are purely informative, but as Bro ker/Service Prov i d e r
systems are developed and published, and as PTA or PA systems are developed and wish
to early-test these services, the following should be used as a common re f e re n c e.
P TA messages should use the following types of content:
PTA-Content ::= PTA-TripSummary | PTA-TripDetails | PTA-
Exception | PTA-Evaluation
Trip Summary
The sender will tend to provide PTA- TripSummary as part of a query for travel arra n g e-
m e n t s, passing its para m e t e rs as a set of constra i n t s. The re c e i ver will reply with PTA-
TripDetails or PTA- E xception. PTA- E valuation will be described later as a method for the
sender to pass „re l eva n c e - o r - t rash’ evaluations of the re c e i ve r ’s re p l i e s.
P TA- TripSummary is the initial object sent as follows :
PTA-TripSummary ::=
”(” ”:tripSummary”
”(” ”:origin” PTA-Location 
[ ”:via” PTA-Location* ]
”:destination” PTA-Location 
”:time” PTA-TravelTime+
[ ”:returnTravelTime” PTA-TravelTime* ]
[ ”:budget” PTA Budget ]
[ ”:generalPreferences” PTA-GeneralPreferences ]
[ ”:cTPreferences” PTA-CTPreferences ] 
[ ”:iTPreferences” PTA-ITPreferences] ”)” 
” ) ”
Origin, destination, and time are all that are re q u i red in this exa m p l e. PTA- Trave l T i m e
defined below allows for exact time or a time-constraint ra n g e. More than one time can be
included. All other fields are optional such as via locations, return time and seve ral ancil-
lary para m e t e rs such as language and pre f e re n c e s. Budget is also passed as an optional
c o n s t ra i n t .
Intelligent agents, markets and competition
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P TA-Locations are of various types as follows :
PTA-Location ::=PTA-Address | PTA-ParkAndRidePoint | PTA-
PointOfInterest |
PTA-TextLocation | PTA-UnresolvedServicePoint |
PTA-ResolvedServicePoint | PTA-TaxiStand | PTA-
GDFNode |
PTA-ResolvedCity 
P TA- TextLocation  is  the  most  basic  type,  allowing  any  string-based  description.  PTA-
Ad d ress is self-explanatory below. PTA- Po i n t O f I n t e rest begins to allow the addition of soft-
service information such as from Tourism. ‘Re s o l ved’ and ‘UnRe s o l ve d S e r v i c e Points’ dis-
tinguish between well known locations of service prov i d e rs ve rsus general locations that
a re less well defined. PTA-GDFNode is a Geogra p hy-based location defined by Geogra p h i c
Data Files (see normative re f e rences). The location types and supporting types are defined
as follows :
PTA-Address ::= ”(” ”:address” 
”:country” CountryCode ”:city” String 
”:zIPCode” ZIPCode
”:street” String ”:houseNumber” String ”)” 
PTA-ParkAndRidePoint ::=
”(” ”:parkAndRidePoint”




”:country” CountryCode ”:city” String ”:name” 
String ”)”
PTA-TextLocation ::= ”(” ”:textLocation” String ”)” 
PTA-UnresolvedServicePoint ::=
”(” ”:unresolvedServicePoint” 







[ ”:mean” PTA-MeanType ] 
”:country” CountryCode ”:city” String 
[ ”:coordinate” Double Double ] ”)” 
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PTA-MeanType ::= ”:underground” | ”:commuterTrain” | ”:bus” | 
”:tram” | ”:lowFloorBus” | ”:train” | 
”:magneticTrain” | ”:cableRailway” | ”:ship” | 
”:chainTrain” | ”:suspensionRailway” | ”:plane” | 
”:foot” 
PTA-TaxiStand ::= ”(” :taxiStand 
”:country” CountryCode ”:city” String 
”:name” String
[ ”:coordinate” Double Double ] ”)” 
PTA-GDFNode ::= ”(” ”:gDFNode” 
”:nodeID” UnsignedLong ”:name” String ”)” 
PTA-ResolvedCity ::= ”(” ”:resolvedCity” 
”:country” CountryCode ”:city” String 
”:iD” String ”)” 
CountryCode ::= GE | US | UK | FR | ... // ISO 3166 [add more 
countries –ed]
ZIPCode ::= S t r i n g
Time is a particularly important, general ontology that needs co-ordinated deve l o p m e n t
and normative specification in the future. For now, PTA- TravelTime includes the semantics
for arrival and departure but otherwise relies on basic Time re p resentation according to
ISO standard (see normative re f e rences and FIPA 1997 Parts One to Three for more detailed
s p e c i f i c a t i o n ) .
PTA-TravelTime ::= ”(” ( ”:departure” | ”:arrival” ) 
( ”:at” Time
| ”:after” Time [ ”:before” Time ]
| ”:before” Time ) ”)” 
P TA-Budget is similar to time in being a scalar constraint, specified either as a point or as
a range as follows: low enough.
PTA-Budget ::= ”(” ”:at” Currency” UnsignedLong
| ”:lower” Currency UnsignedLong
| ”:upper” Currency UnsignedLong ”)”
The sender can establish a budget range by specifying an upper spending limit for exa m-
p l e. The re c e i ver can reply with the exact amount using the ‘:at’ para m e t e r. Such a budget
can also be used in other scenarios such as for a Dutch Auction. The budget can be used
to trigger the automatic purchase by an agent when the price meets the constra i n t s.
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The entire domain of user profiling needs more focus in FIPA and other efforts such as
OPS. For instance, the user’s pre f e r red language is a general matter beyond just PTA. But
until such pre f e rencing ontologies are more fully developed, the following items are use-
ful within the domain of PTA and its field tra i l s.
T h ree types of pre f e rences are defined. PTA- G e n e ra l P re f e rences indicate pre f e r red means
of travel such as train ve rsus car. Such means of transport are then divided into ‘common
t ravel’ and ‘individual travel’, re p resented by PTA- C T P re f e rences and PTA- I T P re f e re n c e s,
re s p e c t i ve l y. Common travel such as by plane or train has different para m e t e rs than indi-
vidual travel such as by car.
PTA-GeneralPreferences ::=
”(” ( ”:byCost” | ”:byTime” | ”:byComfort” ) 




”:individualCar” | ”:taxi” 
) ”)” 
”(” ”:exclude” ( ”:collectiveTransport” | 
” : i n d i v i d u a l T r a n s p o r t ”
| ”:urbanPublicTransport”
|
” : i n t e r c i t y C o l l e c t i v e T r a n s p o r t ”
| ”:individualCar” | :taxi ) 
”)” 
[ ”:language” LanguageCode* ]
[ ”:mapForRoute ] 
[ ”:mapForOrigin ] 
[ ”:mapForDestination” ] ”)” 
LanguageCode ::= ”GE” | ”FR” | ”UK” | ”US” |... // ISO 639, 
// add more 
language codes -ed
byCost,  by T i m e,  byComfort can  be  optionally  included by the  sender to  convey  QoS
re q u i re m e n t s. The re c e i ver should be expected to use the parameter to both clip and ord e r
the re s u l t s. For instance, consider that byComfort is selected as the QoS re q u i rement and
that this implies the minimisation of via-points. If the re c e i ver finds enough direct ro u t e s,
it might only reply with these more comfortable routes and not a full list of possibilities.
The sender can select pre f e r red modes and excluded modes of transportation. The lan-
guage of the travel documents and the inclusion of maps can also be specified.
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PTA-CTPreferences ::= 




”:fare” ( ”Child” | ”Senior” | ”MonthlyPass” 
| ”WeeklyPass” | …
”:publicUrbanPreferences” 
”(” [ ”:footPathKnown” ] [ 
”:escalatorRequested”] 
[ ”:handicapForEntry” ] 
[ ”:maxNumberOfTransportChanges”  
UnsignedShort ]
[ ”:maxMinutesOnFoot” UnsignedShort ]
[ ”:heavyLuggage” ] ”)” ”)” 
PTA-ITPreferences ::=




[ ”:weatherInformation” ] ”)” 
Common travel pre f e rences include class of travel and consideration of special fare assign-
ments or selections. Note the meaning of ‘individual travel’ to include common services
such as buses, but which allow the user an anonymous and individual means of tra n s p o r t .
Trip Details
G i ven a PTA- TripSummary as a query, the re c e i ver will typically reply with PTA- Tr i p D e t a i l s
as follows :
PTA-TripDetails ::=
”(” ”:tripSummary” PTA-TripSummary 
”:serviceSegments” ( PTA-ITSegment* | PTA-
CTSegment* ) 
”(” ”:additionalInformation 
”(” ”:information” String 
”:essential” | ”:important” | 
”:unimportant” | ”:remark”
”)” ”)” ”)” 
TripDetails  include  the  PTA- Tr i p S u m m a r y.  The  constraints  passed  by  the  sender  are
replaced by the specific values or the trip-plan. For instance, the exact time and budget of
the trip are provided. Additional information is appended, typical of travel documents for
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p roviding contact numbers, emerg e n cy pro c e d u re s, and such as text to the user. Most
i m p o r t a n t l y, the details of the trip are provided in serviceSegments.
As with pre f e re n c e s, service segments are either for common or individual travel: PTA-
C TSegments and PTA- I TS e g m e n t s, re s p e c t i ve l y.
PTA-CTSegment ::= ”(” ”:cTSegment” 
”(” ”:servicePoint” PTA-ResolvedSevicePoint
”:summary” PTA-TripSummary 
”:serviceLinks” PTA-ServiceLinks* ”)” ”)”
PTA-ServiceLinks ::=





”:delay” UnsignedShort ”)” 
C TSegments are composed of PTA- S e r v i c e L i n k s. This level of detail might not always be
p resented to the user except in summary form, but formally, a common travel segment
often includes plane ‘hops’ or train ‘stops’. These links are important to construct and
monitor a trip. For instance, the ‘:delay’ parameter is useful for agent-based monitoring of
a plan as the service moves from node to node.
PTA-SeviceProviderID ::= ”JL” | ”KE” | ”NH” | ”DB” | ”LH” | 
”BAY_INFO” | ”AA” | ... 
Service prov i d e rs are identifiable by either standard naming conventions as in the airline
industry or by other publishable means. These examples include German ra i l ways such as
Deutsche Bahn (DB), and airlines such as Lufthansa (LH) and American Airlines (AA).
A PTA- I TSegment has a similar structure to a CTSegment. Both include Trip Summary to
p rovide location, time, budget, and pre f e rence information for each segment. Both indicate
service  points,  but  ITSegments  might  include unre s o l ved  service  points,  as  well.  Fo r
i n s t a n c e, car transportation might re q u i re a rental car (from a re s o l ved service point) or
simply a personal car (unre s o l ved service point). 





”:gDFLinks” PTA-GDFLink* ”)” 
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Most  importantly,  ITSegments  are  composed  of  GDF-based  links  rather  than  PTA-
S e r v i c e L i n k s. For individual travel, the trip definition and its navigation are based on geo-
g raphical points.
PTA-GDFLink ::= ”(” ”:linkID” UnsignedLong ”:name” String 
”:locationOfStart” [ Double Double ] 
”:locationOfEnd [ Double Double ] 




[ ”:travelInfo” String ] ”)”
Note that the link definition includes not only its definition but its navigation. The end of
each link is marked by an obvious landmark for way finding (such as an intersection), and
the link includes directions on how to proceed to the next link.
E xc e p t i o n
E xception conditions are re l a t i vely straight forwa rd. Seve ral exception types are handled
by the same objects. They are typed by parameter and the type-specific data is included
a c c o rding to the following definitions:










[ ”:why” String ] ”)”
PTA-LocationAmbiguous ::= ”(” ”:location” PTA-Location
”:alternatives” PTA-Location + ”)” 
PTA-NoCTConnection ::= ”(” ”:from” String ”)” ”(” ”:to” 
String ”)” 
PTA-LocationNotFound ::= ”(” ”:location” PTA-Location + ”)”
PTA-ServiceNotAvailable ::= ”(” ”:serviceName” String ”)” 
PTA-NoAddressInfoForCity ::= ”(” ”:city” String ”)” 
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The sender agent is expected to use these content objects within the failure communica-
t i ve act. The sender is typically a Bro ker or Service Provider agent, replying to a re q u e s t
f rom a PTA or PA. For instance, if the PTA specified a PTA-Location that was unknown to
the Service Prov i d e r, the latter would reply with PTA- L o c a t i o n N o t Fo u n d .
O p e ra t i o n s
Aside from the objects just described, the PTA Ontology specifies a small number of oper-
ations within this domain. Again, this is informative and only a beginning to this ontology
but should be enough to start field tra i l s.
PTA-Operations ::= PTA-Reserve | PTA-Unreserve | PTA-Purchase | 
PTA-Modify 
After a query and return of Tr i p D e t a i l s, the PTA or PA (typically) will ask to re s e r ve or pur-
chase any or all segments of a particular plan. For later changes, PTA- U n re s e r ve is also
included. PTA-Modify will be discussed later. Note that the FIPA ACL ‘cancel’ can be used
as a Communicative Act to simply cancel the conve rsation, if nothing further is needed
after the initial inquiry.
PTA-Reserve ::= ”(” ”:reserve” PTA-Segment + ”)”
PTA-UnReserve ::=”(” ”:unreserve” PTA-Segment ”)”
PTA-Purchase ::= ”(” ”:purchase” PTA-Segment + ”)”
Currency ::= ”DEM” | ”FRF” | ”GBP” | ”USD” |... // String 
according to ISO 4217
C u r re n cy will obviously be re q u i red at this point, but at the time of this writing, this ontol-
ogy does not provide details for electronic commerce such as for security and financial
exc h a n g e.
N e g o t i a t i o n
The following are more advanced functions that are intriguing for more intelligent negoti-
ation of travel plans.
PTA-Modify ::= ”(” ”:modify” PTASegment … ”)”
PTA-Evaluation ::= ”(” ( ”:relevant” KeyValuePair * | 
”:trash” KeyValuePair * ) ”)”
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The first item, :modify, needs further development but is intended to allow the PTA or PA
to request change of particular segments.
The second item is more interesting. Here, the intention is to allow the PTA or PA to
request more plans from the bro ker or provider by simply evaluating some elements of
g i ven plans as re l evant or trash. Such as in information re t r i eval sys t e m s, the user (thro u g h
means of the agent) or agent autonomously can initially query for travel plans but then
dialogue with the provider by simply selecting the plans or plan-items that seem good and
asking for more such plans. Optionally, the user or agent can tell the provider what is not
so good.
E l a b o ration of User pro f i l e
The purpose of the user profile is to improve the PTA service to the user as well as to the
b ro ker or service/content prov i d e rs. Pe rsonalization means ease of filling the request –
since many personal data are constant – and also means service modifications and pro p o-
sitions according to the accura cy of the user pro f i l e. From the user’s point of view, per-
sonalization affects the search pro c e s s, assistance and the presentation of re s u l t s. From the
service/content prov i d e r ’s pers p e c t i ve it helps in better matching the user needs. As exa m-
ples for the PTA, we should have in the user profile the following information: 
Some items of ‘pre f e rence’ we re included in the ontology above, but much more is possi-
ble in this special domain. Even most simply, the re q u i rements for e-commerce should
include the user’s pre f e r red method of payment in a structure such as
PTA-payment ::= ”(” ”:payment” 
”:means” ( Visa | MasterCard | 
AmercianExpress | ... )
”:balance” Currency UnsignedLong
”:limit” Currency UnsignedLong ”)”
The hotel would also like to know whether a smoking or non-smoking room is pre f e r re d .
This is a property of the user that might by granted to the hotel for this need, but the ontol-
ogy of travel pre f e rences as given above, general user pre f e rences beyond travel, and the
attachment of interests profiles to the items in any other ontology need future considera-
tion by FIPA and application test in PTA s.
T h e re are also many other complexities to what is generally called a user pro f i l e. Aside
f rom the more static and clear attributes of the user such as name, telephone and e-mail
a d d re s s e s, we need to more clearly differentiate what is called ‘personal profile’ into thre e
s e p a rate structure s :
1 . The ontology of domains such as travel, re c reation, sports, entertainment, music
2 . An explicit pre f e rence structure mapped onto this ontology ( :pre f e rence carrier Air
Fra n c e )
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3 . An implicit pre f e rence structure, also mapped onto this ontology, such as learned pat-
terns of the user’s behaviour within a given ontology. 
In other wo rd s, the ontology description of virtually all items should first exist separa t e l y
f rom the user profile as already emphasised in the previous section. More ove r, the func-
tions ‘pre f e rence’ and ‘interest’ can be applied. If it is of va l u e, a distinction between these
t wo might be:
• P re f e re n c e s. Re s e r ved for the user’s probable selection from a short, well defined list
( f o rced choice situations). 
• I n t e re s t s. Described personal strength of like - d i s l i ke on a single item (rating situations).
In summary of the PTA ontology, this document introduces a start towa rds the definitions
of trip segments, especially in multi-modal travel. It highlights some inclusion of soft ser-
vices and the important application of position and way-finding technologies. It is still
inadequate for the definition of node-based re s o u rces such as hotels and attra c t i o n s. Its re f-
e rence to electronic commerce standards such as SET still need development for real busi-
ness transactions to take place. And towa rds integration with other standards issues of user
p rofiling and priva cy, such as Open Profiling Standard, much more can also be done to
m a ke such an application ava i l a b l e.
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Appendix V:  WIPO Copyright Tre a t y
This Treaty was concluded in Geneva on December 20, 1996. It is open for signature at the
h e a d q u a r t e rs of WIPO until December 31, 1997. 
This Treaty is open to States members of WIPO and to the European Community. The
Assembly constituted by the Treaty may, once the Treaty enters into forc e, decide to admit
other interg overnmental organizations to become party to the Tre a t y. 
This Treaty will come into force after 30 instruments of ratification or accession by States
h ave been deposited. Such instruments must be deposited with the Director General of
W I P O, who is the depository of the Tre a t y. 
* * * 
A ny Contracting Party (even if it is not bound by the Berne Convention) must comply with
the substantive provisions of the 1971 (Paris) Act of the Berne Convention. 
* * * 
As to the subject matters to be protected by copyright, the Treaty mentions two: 
( i ) computer pro g ra m s, whatever may be the mode or form of their ex p ression, and 
( i i ) compilations of data or other material (‘databases’), in any form, which by reason of
the selection or arrangement of their contents constitute intellectual cre a t i o n s. (Where
a database does not constitute such a creation, it is outside the scope of this Tre a t y.) 
* * * 
As to the rights of authors, the Treaty deals with three: 
( i ) the right of distribution,
( i i ) the right of rental, and 
( i i i ) the right of communication to the public. 
Each of them is an exc l u s i ve right, subject to certain limitations and exc e p t i o n s. Not all of
the limitations or exceptions are mentioned in the following: 
the right of distribution is the right to authorize the making available to the public of the
original and copies of a work through sale or other transfer of ow n e rship, 
the right of rental is the right to authorize commercial rental to the public of the original
and copies of three kinds of works: 
( i ) computer pro g rams (except where the computer pro g ram itself is not the essential
object of the rental), 
( i i ) c i n e m a t o g raphic works (but only in cases where commercial rental has led to wide-
s p read copying of such works materially impairing the exc l u s i ve right of re p ro d u c-
tion), and 
( i i i ) works embodied in phonograms as determined in the national law of the Contra c t i n g
Parties (except for countries that since April 15, 1994, have in force a system of equi-
table re m u n e ration for such rental), 
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the right of communication to the public is the right to authorize a n y communication to
the public, by wire or wireless means, including ‘the making available to the public of
works in a way that the members of the public may access the work from a place and at
a  time  individually  chosen  by  them.’  The quoted  ex p ression cove rs  in  particular  on-
demand, intera c t i ve communication through the Internet. 
* * * 
The Treaty obliges the Contracting Parties to provide legal remedies against the circ u m-
vention of technological measures (e.g., encryption) used by authors in connection with
the exe rcise of their rights and against the re m oval or altering of information, such as cer-
tain data that identify the work or their authors, necessary for the management (e. g . ,
licensing, collecting and distribution of royalties) of their rights (‘rights management infor-
mation’). 
* * * 
The Treaty obliges each Contracting Party to adopt, in accordance with its legal system, the
m e a s u res necessary to ensure the application of the Tre a t y. In particular, the Contra c t i n g
Party must ensure that enforcement pro c e d u res are available under its law so as to permit
e f f e c t i ve action against any act of infringement of rights cove red by the Tre a t y. Such action
must include expeditious remedies to prevent infringement and remedies which constitute
a deterrent to further infringements. 
* * * 
The Treaty establishes an Assembly of the Contracting Parties whose main task is to deal
with matters concerning the maintenance and development of the Tre a t y, and it entrusts
to the International Bureau of WIPO the administra t i ve tasks concerning the Tre a t y.
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